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faculty senate
September 6, 1994
TO:

Members of the UNM Faculty Senate

FROM:

Anne J. Brown, University Secretary Emerita

SUBJECT:

September Meeting

The UNM Faculty Senate will meet on Tuesday, September 13, 1994 from
3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. in the Kiva.
The agenda will include the following items:
1.

Approval of Agenda

2.

Summarized Minutes for May 10, 1994

3.

Comments from President Richard Peck

4.

Comments from Provost Mary Sue Coleman

5.

Comments from Senate President Bel Campbell

6.

Report from the Senate Vice President regarding
Communication

7.

Report from the College of Education on the Status
of Restructuring of the College

pp. 7-12

8.

1994-95 Committee Assignments - Harry Llull

pp. 13-21

9.

Item from the Curricula Committee
Masters in Hazardous Waste
College of Engineering

10.

Approval of Candidates for Degree Summer Session
1994

11.

PRIME TOPIC DISCUSSION:
Is there any value to a
core curriculum?
Open discussion:
Non-Senate
faculty wishing to speak may be recognized by
Senators

12.

Potential Actions Resulting from Discussion

13.

Adjournment

pp. 1-6

Engineering

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY SENATE MEETING

September 13, 1994

(Summarized Minutes)

The September 13, 1994 meeting of the Faculty Senate was called to
order by President Bel Campbell at 3:30 p.rn. in the Kiva.
Sena~ors present:
Lynndianne Beene
(English),
Steven Block
(Music), Jane Bruker (Nursing Dir.), Beverly Burris (Sociology),
Joan Bybee (Linguistics), Bel Campbell (Physics & Astronomy),
Anthony Cardenas (Spanish & Portuguese), Monica Cyrino (Foreign
Lang.
& Lit.), Jeff Davis (Math & Stats.), Torn Decoster
(Orthopaedics),
Ernest
Dole
(Pharmacy),
John
Finklestein
(M~nagement) , Charles Fledderrnann (Elec. & Chern. Engr.) , John
Geissman (Earth & Planetary Sci.), Robert Glew (Biochemistry),
D7bo~ah Graham (Med. Sch. Lib.), Roy Jonson (Civil Engineering),
William Kane (Education), Astrid Kodric-Brown (Biology), Torn Kyner
(M~th
&
Sciences) ,
Cheryl
Learn
(Nursing) ,
Harry
Llull
(Librarianship), Demetra Logothetis (Dental Hygiene), Richard
Melzer (Valencia Branch), Elizabeth Nielsen (Special Education),
Kurt Nolte (Pathology), Leroy Ortiz (CIMTE), Lynette Oshima
(CIMTE), Peter Pabisch (Foreign Lang. & Lit.), Alan Reed (Public
A~min.), Ed Reyes (Pharmacology), Joe Rothrock (Art and Art
History), Richard Santos (Economics), Stephen Schreiber (Arch. &
Planning), Howard Schreyer (Mech. Engr.), Jerome Shea (Univ.
College), Leonard stitelrnan (Public Admin. Sern. I), Henry Trewhitt
(Comm:
& Journ.), Holly Waldron (Psychology), Gerald Wei~s
(P~ysiology),
Maurice Wildin
(Mech.
Engr.),
Beulah Woodfin
(Biochemistry) and Nancy Ziegler (Gallup Branch).
Senators absent:
James Boone (Anthropology) , Joseph Champoux
(Man~gement),
Blaine Hart (Radiology), Andrew Hsi (Pediatrics),
As~rid Kodric-Brown (Biology), Bill MacPherson ~Law), Carolyn Mold
(Microbiology), Paul Montner (Medicine) , Gloria Sarto. (Obst. &
Gyn.) and Scott walker (Psychiatry).
Excused:
Linda Hall
(History) .
Approval of the Agenda.

The Agenda was approved as presented.

~nutes of May 10 , 1994 .
The summarized m~nutes of t~e May 10,
994 meeting were approved with the following correction: . Alan
Reed was elected to the operations cornrnitt~e; ho~ev~r, he ~esigned
because of a heavy work load.
since Maurice Wildin received the
next highest number of votes he was named as replacement for Alan
Reect.
Roy Johnson and Bev~rly Burris were present at the May
meeting.

Comments from President Richard Peck.
President Richard Peck
presented statistics compiled by Associate Provost for Research
Ellen Goldberg comparing the University of New Mexico to AAU
un~vers~t~es.
Statistics showed that,
compared to these
universities, UNM would rank first when government grants and
contracts were considered as a percentage of I & G revenues.

He also compared UNM to peer institutions in other categories and
pointed out that UNM's College of Engineering was the best funded
college in the country on a per capita basis due to a research
active faculty.
He said that UNM ranks higher in most categories
than the University of Utah, which may be the next choice for
membership in AAU.
President Peck and Provost Mary Sue Coleman met with John Vaughn,
AAU staff member in charge of gathering data for possible new
members, and presented this data. President Peck foresees visiting
AAU in Washington twice a year. AAU membership would provide UNM
with more opportunities for grant activity and allow UNM to be part
of the National Council on Education.
He had a conversation with the members of the Faculty Senate
Operations committee, who expressed concern that UNM was focusing
on research at the expense of teaching. He feels it doesn't have
~o be this way, but says research is one of the ways ~n.w~ich UNM
is.measured and looks good. Individual grants and activities make
this possible.
COMMENTS FROM PROVOST MARY SUE COLEMAN. Provost Mary Sue Coleman
was available for questions and immediately addressed the request
that the faculty of the Anderson Schoo~ consid~r accepting a
faculty member from university College into their ranks.
She
stated that if this was not workable for either college, the issue
would not be pushed.

Professor James Thorson asked whether faculty salaries would rise
significantly due to the optimistic projections made by President
Peck.
Provost Coleman agreed that faculty salaries. are a b~g
Problem (of which the Regents are aware) .and said th~t in
Preparation for the commission on Higher Education (CHE) meeting on
Se~tember 15, another?% increase in compensation would be targeted
this year.
Faculty senate President Bel Campbell asked a question about UNM
Planning.
President Peck responded by sayi ng he needed an ~pdate
and consensus on UNM 2000 .
It is anticipated that ther~ will be
three committees corresponding to the Regent's subcommit~ees
I LIM. - Academic Affairs Finance and Facilities, and student Affairs: A
r~gent willi sha~ each committee which will includ~ the appropriate
Vice President, a faculty senator, . and ~resident Peck.
A
subcommittee of the Planning council will write the summary. Both
President Peck and Provost Coleman urged senators to offer

suggestions so that UNM 2000 is a collective vision.
comments from Faculty senate President Bel Campbell.
Campbell informed the Senate that:

To-

President

1.

Conversations among the Regents indicate that the Faculty
Inc 7ntive Retirement Program (just approved to run for an
additional three years in its present form) will probably
NOT be extended further.
The sentiment appears to be
that the incentive becomes useless if kept indefinitely.
Under this discussion, once the program ends after
~cademic year 1996-97 it might be brought back
irregularly, for a year or so at a time.

2.

Preliminary indications from the task force judging the
proposals for UNM's Health Insurance Plans are that big
changes may be in store for the 18 months beginning 1
January 1995. Five insurance companies have bid on the
contract, including those currently available, Heal th
Plus and Lovelace.
One idea being discussed is the
possibility of UNM becoming self-insured, given the
likelihood that the University would save a considerable
amount of money.
Anyone with specific concerns should
communicate them to Dr. Kari Karr, CARS, Chair of the
Faculty-Staff Benefits Committee; she will be happy to
convey your concerns to the task force.
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President Peck has expanded the membership of the
President's council to include the presidents of the UNM
Staff Council, the ASUNM, and the GSA.
The meetings
changed from being weekly for three hours to a total of
six 90-minute meetings over the next nine months.

4.

The Legislative Budget Request approved by the Board of
Regents called for a 7% increase in faculty and staff
salaries for the 1995-96 academic year.

Regarding item #3 above Professor John Finklestein moved that a
letter be written~Pre~ident Peck requesting that the weekly, 3hour President, s council meetings be restored. The motion died for
lack of a second .
.Repo~t from Faculty senate vice President Harry Llull.
Vi~e
President Llull called attention to his Faculty Senate .Electronic
Communication Program Proposal attached to the "In ~ormation Pa~ket"
handout (Section A), explaining the use of e-mail as a del~very
mechanism for senate Faculty news. He asked senators to send h~m an
e-mail message or call him at 277-5510 if there are any questions.
~ort
from
the
college of Education on the st~tus
of
.futstructuring.
President Campbell introduced Professor Bill Kane
(Education) as Kathy Koehler's replacement as shairperson ef the

HUu.l1'J ~tor

~culty CommittQQ ef tho College of Education.
Professor Kane began his interim report by saying he hopes the
College of Education (COE} incorporates change as an ongoing
process, as opposed to operating from one final conclusion.
He listed three new COE restructuring committees: the
Faculty
Committee, the Undergraduate Committee and the Graduate Committee.
He noted that change has not been easy in the four year
restructuring process.
Initial change was fueled by two
perceptions: faculty perception that teacher preparation programs
could and should be strengthened to be more responsive to the needs
of New Mexico's families and communities and public concern that
the same programs were not responsive to their children's current
and future needs.
Professor Kane stated that at some point proposed changes in COE
academic course work will come before the Faculty Senate for
recommendations and that there is now an increased expectation in
opportunity for faculty to share responsibility in academic program
planning.
The changes included: more client focused academic programs for
diverse populations, increased faculty research benefiting quality
~f life for New Mexico citizens, increasingly interprofessional and
interdisciplinary
academic
programs,
increased
faculty
communication concerning academics and research, strengthened
~ommunication between colleges and agencies outside of UNM and
increased focus on student learning and conducting research in
schools and communities.
He a~so mentioned program changes in the areas of early childh~od
multicultural education
the middle school teacher preparation
program, language, liter~cy and cultural studies, and the inclusion
of health education in all teacher preparation programs, such as
one hour topic classes on AIDS prevention and conflict mediation.
More than 100 national education colleges are restructuring their
Programs. some UNM COE faculty participate in the national Holmes
Group and Rockefeller Network for Innovative School~ in Educ~ti~n.
DNM COE received an award from the National Educatio~ Association
for its efforts in restructuring secondary edu.cation prog~a~s.
Professors Lyn Oshima and Bill Klein received national recognition
for their secondary education restructuring work.
COE achievements include $16 million of outside funding from 9rants
and contracts. One upcoming grant between COE and ~rts & Scien~es
irom Sandia Labs revises curriculum in math and science education
or elementary teachers.

7
In response to questions concerning the faculty's role in the
election of Dean Peggy Blackwell, Professor Kane thought faculty
had as mu<=;h opportunity as they sought to participate in this
restructuring process.
Senator Bybee stated that in future the
process could be organized to better protect faculty input. '
On student advisement issues, he said his students were receiving
one-on-one attention. Professor Guillermina Engelbrecht mentioned
that the college, since 1986, has been in the process of
constructing an advisement center.
She will again this year
present the concept of a Student Services Center for the College of
Education. She also answered a question on degree granting status,
saying degrees will be granted dependent upon the structure in
place the year the college is entered, with some variation on
existing structures.
Senator Bob Glew asked if research productivity and published works
by junior faculty had been tracked in the last 3 or 4 years as a
guideline to how well COE was progressing. Professor Kane did not
have department statistics (as a whole) available.
Before moving to the next item on the agenda, President Campbell
added that COE promotion and tenure material had been submitted to
the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee (AF&T) for review.
1994-95 Committee Assignments - Harry Llull. Harry Llull, Faculty
Senate Vice President
recommended the following changes in
committee assignments: 1 Martin Bradshaw (Engineering) for Bachelor
of University studies, Pat Peters (Gallup) fo~ Curricu~a and Teresa
Kokoski (Education) for the Research Policy committee.
The
amendment was unanimously approved.

Approval of candidates for Degree summer Session 199~. Pr~sident
Campbell presented a motion to accept the graduation lists. as
submitted unless there were corrections to be made at the meeting.
There wer~ no corrections and the motion was unanimously accepted.
~tern from the curricula committee
Masters in Hazardous waste Engineering
College of
Engineering.
President Campbell intr.oduced David Kaufman,
Associate Dean of the College of Engineering, and said that he
would answer questions concerning the degree.
There were a few questions and the degree was approved.
.

1

?

fili.IME TOPIC DISCUSSION: Is there any value to a co~e curr1cu um.
President Bel Campbell introduced Professor Paul Davis, who gave a
summary of
.
k done (l990-92) on a proposed core
previous wor
th
curriculum
c1;1rriculum.
He began by reviewing reasons
. e core
.
discussion originated in the first place. curricular, educational
and Polit'
1
f
the state were among the top reasons.
ica pressure rom
. t,
t
nother one
I
ncreased student movement from one ins ti tu ion ° a
'

college to anothe.r, is responsible for pressure from the state.
Faculty not wanting to adopt a core curriculum will have one
adopted for them.
Therefore, the University of New Mexico should
be the e~ucational leader in the state by developing their own core
and setting the standard for other institutions.
Provost Mary Sue Coleman echoed this belief, stating that in New
Mexico's current political climate, the CHE and legislature are
interested in having a core curriculum as a base for those students
transferring from one institution to another. Of special interest
is finding a way for students completing any two year college
program in the state to then transfer to UNM as a junior.
Professor Davis mentioned the many hours spent reviewing all angles
of the core curriculum issue and hoped the Faculty Senate would not
begin (again) at the beginning. Section c, in President Campbell's
information packet contains "The Core Curriculum:
A Follow-up
Report," by Davis et al.
Senator Richard Santos asked whether this was the same core
curriculum voted down by the Faculty Senate two years ago.
Professor Davis replied that this core curriculum was approved by
the Faculty Senate, but was voted down (when combined with other
measures) by the faculty as a whole.
Senator Santos wanted to
stress that opposition would likely be encountered again.
Senator Beulah Woodfin asked about departments facing the brunt of
new courses. Provost Coleman said the Senate could be creative and
use existing classes. She has been through this process at another
university and knows the strains of compromise, but it can be done.
She believed that everyone was afraid of losing credit hours.
Senator Joan Bybee feared a "circus" atmosphere in her 100 level
classes because she thought students would expect ~n "easy A" if
the course was required.
senator Lynn Be~ne mentioned that ~oo
level students in her class did not behave in that manner, knowing
there were no "easy A, s. 11
Provost Coleman also added that she had
had a positive core curriculum experience.
;n reference to two year college students tra~sf~rring to UNM . as
Juniors' Senator Jeff Davis asked what being a J u:iio; meant' saying
the average student was older, had to work and didn t need~ core.
DNM is no longer a four year liberal arts college, he said, but
rather a research institution, with the average student's college
career being approximately 6 years.
Senators arguing in favor of core competencies offered as . an
example th
d t·
. for students having a frame from which
.
h as readi' ng
e pro uc i ve gain
t0
.learn and understand certain minima~ ski 11 5 sue
'
thinking critically, writing and analyzing.

C78
several comments concerned the student transfer vs. core curriculum
issue. Some senators thought that transfer problems should not be
intertwined with core curriculum pressures. A few also wondered
whether research results were available demonstrating educational
improvement with a core curriculum. President Bel Campbell offered
to have information on these issues mailed to senators, followed by
further discussion at the next Faculty Senate meeting on October
11, 1994.

The Senate adjourned at 5:30 p.m.
Respectfully Submitted,

Anne J. Brow

z
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FACULTY, STUDENI', .ru:::MINISTRATIVE MID EX OFFICIO
MEMBERS ON ST»IDIN; ~ 1994-95

AC1\DEMIC FREEro.l & TENURE

TERM
ENCS

Lynrrlianne Beene (English)
Judith Bernstein (Parish Library)
Pel campbell (Fhysics & Astronomy)
Lynette Cofer (Psyc.holcgy)
John Geissman (F.arth & Planetary
(Sciences)
Jane Hood (Sociolcgy)
Christine Joost-Gaugier (Art
& Art History)
Byron Lindsey (For. I.ang & Lit)
William Ma.cfberson (Law)
John Orrdahl (Biochemistry)
Sally Ruybal (Nursing)
Jon Tolman (Span & Port)
iI..ohn Trotter (Anatomy/Cell Biol)

1996
1995
1995
1995
1996
1996
1996
1995
1995
1996
1996
1995
1995

Am!SSIONS & REGISTRATION (Continued)

Olarlie Steen (History)

1995

cynthia Stuart (Dir, Urrlg. Adm.)
Jeronim:> rominJuez (Dean, Continu.in;J F.d)
Alexarrler Gonzalez (ASUNM)
one student vacancy (ASUNM)
one student vacancy (GSA)
ATHLETIC OOUNCIL

1996

TERM
ENOO

Walt Arnold (alumnus)
Breda Bova (F.d Admin)

Gregory ~es (F,d Admin)
Olarles Coates (Corran & Journ)
•Rudy Davalos (Dir, Athletics)

1996
1995
1995

Robert Desiderio* (NCAA Rep)
•Linda E.stes (Assa:;. Dir,

M:Mlssrom

Athletics/Women's Athletics)
Ric.hard John Heggen (Civil

& REGISTRATION

Patricia Burris-Woodall
(Assoc. Dir-Plrg & Pol Stas)
Mary Jo Campbell (Health Prom
I-hys F.d)

1996

FredSusanChreist, Jr. (Registrar)

~ (General Libr)
~nal.d C. Devries (EE/CE)
Mict:e~e Diel (Valencia)
Orcilia Zuniga Forbes (VP of
Student Affairs)
:en Glaser (Dean of students)
~A. Izquierdo (Dept. of
Will' & Gyn)
Ka~am W. Johnson (Biolcgy)
een Koehler (HPPEIP)

~ d N~ (History)
J
fM Price (G.SA)

~ Roebuck, (Acting
v. College)

~

1995
1996
1995

1996
1996
1995
1995

Dean,

(Phannacolcgy)

1996

Engineering)
Hugh Kabat (Fhannacy)
Alfred Mathewson (I.aw)
Robert D. Rogers (Anderson}
Margaret Jane Slaughter (History)
'Ihree student vacancies (ASUNM)
one student vacancy (GSA)

1997
1996
1996
1997
1997

BACHEI.QR OF UNIV STUDIBS FACULTY 1\DVISORY

Ranjit Bose (Management)
.
Monica cyrino (For. Iang & Lit)
Hugh Kabat (Irannacy)
Fm.lip Peterson (Art F.ducation)
*-Janet Roebllck (Actin;J Dean,
Univ. College)
George F. SChueler (Fhilosophy)
Robert sutherlarrl (Psychol<:X;JY)
Edythe 'I\.lchfarber (Nursing) .
Barry Gaines UC Director/Engll.sh
one faculty vacancy (Architecture)
one faculty vacancy (Engineerin;J)
one faculty vacancy (Fine Arts)

1996
1995
1995
1996
1997
1996
1997
1997
1996
1995

CG
Page 2
1993-94 Committees

c:::1\MPUS PI.ANNIN; (Continued)

BUOOET

William E. Baker (Mech Engineerm.:J)
I:avid Colton (F.d Admin)
Russ tavidson (General Libr)
Peter :COrato (E&CE)
I:avid Henkel, Jr. (Architecture)
Elizabeth Ann Janeson (Histocy)
Joan Johnston (Nursm.:J)
Robert Gcuy Ness (Health Prom Fhys)
Cecile Q..rintal (Med ctr Library)
H. ':. Ravirrler (Management)
tavid Soherr-Hadwiger (Political Sc.
Otristopher Urbina (Fam & Carran Med)
Peter Wincgrad (law)
*Julie Weaks (B.ldget Director)
Faculty vacancy (Fine Arts)
Faculty vacancy (Fhannacy)

1997
1995
1995
1996
1996
1997
1996
1997
1996
1996
1997
1995
1995
1997

~ s PIANNim
Fritz Allen (Chemistry)
1995
*Ken Balizer (Albuq. Plarming Officer)
*Millie Barnhart (Fast Neighborhood Assn)
*John Castillo (Albq. Public Works Dept.)
*John Cochran (West Neighborhood Assn)
Macy Sue Coleman (ProvostjVP-Acad Affairs)
*Robert Dmnington (campus Safety Dir)
~ . R . Field (:Education)
1996
Orc1l1a Zuniga Forbes (VP-St. Affairs)
*Jesus Montanez (Dir, Police services)
* ~ Hollarrl (South Neighborhood Assn)
William H. Johnson I Jr • (",.,_.;~
UNMH)
fiUJlUJ l 1
...... \..Ulll l lt::!L"S Kalishrnan
(North Neighborhood Assn)
Gordon Kennedy ('!heater & r:ance)
1995
Clleryl l.eam (Nursm.:J)
1996
~ e r llljan (M¥, Facility Plrg)
ul Eber I.usk (Arch & Plan)
1996
lx>n. Mackel (Dir, Fhysical Plant)
~Vld Mc Kinney (VP-Bus & Finance)
- 1lbert Merkx (Sociology)
1995
Jane Henney (VP/Health Sciences)
*Bruce Rizzieri (Alb. Transit & Parkin:J
Dept.)
Kirsten Tapscott (Residence Hall Assn)
.&.~ , _ _ _

•I.eon Ward (Dir,

Parkin:J

Services)

One student vacancy (ASUNM)
One student vacancy (GSA)

CXlMMUNITY EDUCATION

Ranjit

Bose

(Management)

1995

•William Bramble (Dir, Media Tech. Serv.)
John Brayer (corrp Science)
1995
Arrlrew Burgess (Philosophy)
1996
•Mary sue Coleman(ProvostjVP-Acad Affairs)

r:xmna erorrer (Llbr-CSEL)

1996

Altha crouch (Gallup)
1995
*Jerry rx,minguez (Interim Dean, Continuin:J
Educ)

1995
tavid DJnlap (Phys & Astr)
1996
Mina Jane Grothey (General Libr)
1996
I.Durdes Irizarry (Medicine)
Marvin Lozano (eommunity Rep)
Steven G. Meilleur (Community Rep)
1995
Philip Peterson (Art E.ducation)
1996
Barbara Rickert (Nursm.:J)
*Tom Root (Branch Admissions Coard.)
•Robert Velk (Dir, ~ Dev ctr - ASM}
!)?ma.rise wright (eommunity Rep)
One faculty vacancy (Los Alarrcs)
one faculty vacancy (Valencia)

roMPl1l'ER USE

Edwards. Angel (Comp Science)
1995
•William w. Britton (Cllai:rperson Administrative CompUtm.:J Committee)
•Mary sue Coleman (Provost/VP Acad Affrs)
Evangelos eoutsias (Math & stat)
1995
Walter Gerstle (Civil Engineerm.:J) 1996
•Ellen Goldberg (Assoc Provost - Researdl)
Joan c. Griffith (General Libr)
1995
Richard Harris (Psychology)
1996
Richard Hermann (Music)
1996
Orristee Kinq (Med ctr Library)
1995
Bernard Moret (Rep from Research Pol o:mn)
•Richard Nordhaus (Cllairperson - carp.It:ID;J
Information Policy Board)
Josepl Norwood (law)
1995

1
Page 3
1993-94 Committees
(X!,Il)U'l'ER

FACULTY & STAFF BENEFITS

USE (Continued)

Herbert Nuttall, Jr. (01 & NE)
Joseph V. Ortiz (Chemistry)
Turner Osler (SU.rgery)
Ronald Schrader (Math & stat)
*John Sobolewski (Assoc. VP - CIRI')
Gautam Vora (Management)
Shennan Wilcox (Linguistics)
'Iwo student vacancies (ASUNM)
Two student vacancies (GSA)

1995
1995
1996
1996
1996
1996

CURRICUIA
1995
Adelanar Alcantara (Public Admin)
1996
E:arl Bourne (Biology)
*Fred Chreist, Jr. (Registrar)
1995
~ t Ible (lliamacy)
1996
W1ll1am Galey Jr. (H:lysiology)
*Linda Lewis {Collect. Dev.)
Cemetra ~othetis (D:ntal Hygiene) 1996
1995
~thleen Matthews (Univ College)
1995
R i ~ Meltzer (Valencia)
1995
D:lv1d Nateman (Art Education)
1996
~ t Montoya (law)
Jennifer Predock-Linnell
1995
('!heater & r:ance)
1996
Scott sarrlers (En::Jlish)
1996
Henry Shapiro (Comp. Sci)
*D:iv1d Stuart (Eve & Wkrrl Programs}
One faculty vacarcy (Arch & Planning)
One faculty vacancy (Gallup campus)
One faculty vacancy (Gen Libr)
One faculty vacancy (Los AlainOS campus)
One faculty vacancy (Nursing)
Two student vacancies (ASUNM)
Two student vacancies (GSA)

~CULTY ETHICS & ADVISORY

Kurt Fiedler (Neurology)1996
Samuel Roll (Psychology)
H.L. Ross (Sociology)
James Scott (Anesthesiology)
Mark Schluter (Surgery)
Two faculty vacancies (main campus)

1996
1995
1996
1995
1996

*Josie Abeyta (Asst Controller)
Ben CUret (OB/GYN)
Mary Harris (F.du. Found.)
Marc Ingber (Mech Engineering)
Kari Ward Karr (CARS - staff)

1996
1995
1995

Bev Kloeppel
1995
(Student Health ctr - staff)
•r:avid Mc Kinney (VP-Bus & Finance)
•Romeo Ortiz (Assoc Dir-Human Resources)
Alexander Stone (Math & Stats)
1996
Albert Vogel (Psychiatry)
1995
Holly Waldron (Psychology)
1995
Beulah Wocdfin (Biochemistry)
GENERAL HON'.)RS OOU?CIL

Susan Cox (Theatre & Dance)
1997
Robert Glew (Biochemistry)
1996
•r:avid M. Johnson (English)
1996
Byron Lindsey {For. Iang & Lit)
1995
Ceborah R. McFarlane (Public Admin) 1997
Richard Nordhaus (Arch & Plng)
1995
Rosalie otero* (Interim Dir-Honors
PrcxJram)

administrative vacancy
(Asst. Dir, Honors PrcxJram)
one student vacancy (ASUNM)
*One

cici Aragon (GSA President)
Gloria Birkholz (Nursing)
Scott &rrchiel (Rlarmacy)
Teresa Cordova (Arch & Plng)
William DeGroot (F.ducation)
•F.dward eesantis (Asst Dean, Grad Stds)
Ken Frandsen (A&S)
William Galey (Med science)
D:>uglas George (Fine Arts)
*Ellen Goldberg (Dean, Grad Studies)
SU Moon Park (A&S)
Allen Parkman (Management)
Bruce Perlman (Public Administration)
susan Deese Roberts (General Library)
•Alan Reed (Acting Dir, Los Alaroc>S &
Santa Fe ctrs for Grad studies)

Page
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1993-94 Committees
I.DN; RAN3E

GRADUATE-continued)

PIANN:rm-Continued

Virginia Seiser (General Libr)
Peter White (A&S)

John Matthews (fhys & Astr)
Ronald Quenzer (Medicine)
Raymond Radosevich (Arrlerson)
Alan Reed (Public Administration)

HOIDRARY DEGREE

Virginia Shipman (COUns & Fam stds)

Ha.vard

SC.hreyer (EngineerinJ)

Cici Aragon (GSA President)
Charles Biebel (Amer Studies
*Arthur D. Melendres
(Pres, Board of Regents)
Richard E. Peck (President)
Bruce Perlman (Public Admin)
Roberta Cooper Ramo (Regent)
Natasha Kolchevska (For I.am Lit)
Hc:Mard Schreyer (Mech~)
C. Gene Samberson (Regent)

1995

1995
1996
1996

Patricia Boverie (Tmg & Lrng Tech) 1995
Michael Buchner (Math & stats)
1997
Amrew furgess (Fhilosophy)
1997
Anthony cardenas (Foreign I.arxJ}
1997
Peter Ives (General Libr)
1996
Gordon Johnson (Biology)
1995
Astrid Kcx:iric-Brc:Mn (Biology)
1996
John Lipski (Span & Port)
1996
*Robert Migneault (I::ean, Library SVCS)
CllUIXJ Fham (Eronomics)
1996
Noel Pugach (History)
1997
Patrick Scott (CIMI'E)
1996
George Shuster III (NursinJ)
1996
1995
1997
1994

'lwo student vacancies (ASUNM}
'Iwo student vacancies (GSA)

Wm RANGE

1995

RF.SEARCH ALIDCATIONS

LIBRARY

Rcx;Jer Sweet (Los Alamos)
Tnnnan, Randy (ME)
One faculty vacancy (Soc sci)

David 'Ihompson (Mech ~ )
Julie Weaks (Budget Director)
fhyllis Wilcox (Linguistics)

1996
1997
1997
1997
1995
1997

PIANNING

S~ven Block (Music)
1995
Michael Borowski (Arch & Plan)
1997
Jane Bruker (Gallup)
1996
Jan-es Ellison (Math & stats)
1997
~rah Graham (Med ctr Library)
1995
B:1.an Hansen ('Iheatre & D:mce)
1996
Richard Holder (Assoc Prov - Acad Affrs)

Joseph Cllaropoux (Management)
Richard Harris (Psychology)
Patricia Higgins (Nursing)
Albert Kudo (Farth & Plan sci)
Arup Kanti Maji (Civil Engineering)
David McFherson (English)
Kestutis Nakas (Theatre & Dance
Virginia Shipman (Couns & Fam Stds)
Andrea Testi (General Libr)
Mete 'furan (Arch & Plan)

1995
1995
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1995
1995
1996

ADVISORS - RE.SF.ARClI ALLOCATIONS

James Papike (Inst of Meteriotics)
SU Moon Park (Chemistry)
Myriam euret (surgery)

Harjit Ahluwalia (fhys

&

Astr)

1995

•Delmar calhoun (Dir, NMERI)

Fhilip D..n:yea (Education)
1997
Mohamed S . El-Genk (Ch & NE)
1996
•Ellen Goldberg (Assoc Provost - Research)
Karl Karlstrorn (Farth & Pl. sci)
1997
Neeraj Magotra (EE/CE
1997
•Robert Migneault (Dean, Library SVCS)
Bernard Moret (CompUter Sci)
1995
John Qrrlahl (Biochemistry)
1997
Alison Reeve (Psychiatry)
1997
Sally Ruybal (Nursing)
1997
Nancy Uscher (Music)
F.dward Walters (Chemistry)

One faculty vacancy (F.ducation)

1996

1996
1996

8.
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SCHOIARSHIPS, PRIZES MID IDANS

UNDERGRADUATE - continued

Olaouki AWallah (EE/CE)
1996
Kristina Ciesielski (Psychology)
1995
Ronald Devries (E&CE)
1995
*Karen Stone (Director of Development)
Kishore Gawarrle (E.conomics)
1995
*Karen Glaser (Dean of Students)
1996
carol Joiner (General Library)
1995
Patricia Kelliher (CIMI'E)
1996
I.any Lavender ('Iheatre & Dance)
*Leo Moya (Bursar, st. Acctg. Svcs)
1995
John L. Onrlahl (Biochemistry)
1996
Jeffrey Piper (Music)
•cynthia Stuart (Dir, Undg. Adm.)
Michael 'Ihornas (Lecturer III)
(Gen Hon/Undergrd sernnr Pro)
1996
*John Whiteside (Dir, Student Fin. Aid)
'Two student vacancies (ASUNM)
One student vacancy (GSA)

Cllarlie Steen (History)
one faculty vacancy (Arch & Plrg)
one faculty vacancy (Fine Arts)
one faculty vacancy (F.ducation)
one faculty vacancy (Nurs~)

mcmm

ENlmN::!EMENI'

1996
*Mary Sue COleman (ProvostjVPAcad Affairs)
1996
Shlano Kami (E&CE)
1995
Paul Kerkof (Biology)
1997
~trick McNamara (Sociology)
1995
Richard Melzer (Valencia)
1997
Rosalie Otero (General Honors)
*Janet Roebuck (Dir, Faculty Instr. Dev.)
1996
Maryann Willie (Linguistics)
One student vacancy (ASUNM)
One student vacancy (GSA)
Mary Bentley (HPPEIP)

YND~TE
~oki Al:x:lallah (EE/CE)

Anita Alvarado (Anthropology)
F.arl Bourne (Biology)
Jane Bruker (Gallup Branch)

~istina carter (General Library)
Michael Gold (Physics & Astr)
~ul Mann (Fhannacy)
Richard Reid (Anderson
<J1arles Richards (Mech. Engr)
Steve Rubio (HPPEIP)
Gary A. Smith (Earth & Pl. Sci)

1995
1995
1996
1996
1996
1996
1995
1996
1996
1995
1995

1996
1995

UNIVERSITY PRESS

'Ihornas Barrc:M (Art & Art History)

Garland Bills (Linguistics)
Flora Clancy (Art & Art History)
Richard Etulain (History)
*Beth Hadas (Dir, UNM Press)
Enrigue Lamadrid (Span & Port)
Ann Ramenofsky (Anthropology)
T. Diana Rebolledo (Span & Port)
Sylvia Rodriguez (Anthropology)
Gary scharnhorst (English)
Virginia seiser (General Libr)
Nancy J. Uscher (Music)
Hugh Witemeyer (English)

1996
1995
1997
1997
1996
1997
1996
1995
1996
1995
1997
1995

1
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STUDEN1' UNION OOARD
INI'ERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

Alex Beach (ah.nnna)

Henunirq Atterbam (E:iucation)

Orcilia Zuniga Forbes (VP-St. Affairs)
Karen Glaser (Dean of Students)

1996
*Ben Kamali (Dir, International Center)
Peter Karl Pabisch (Ferg Lang)
1996
Polly Scoutaris (Asst Dir, Int'l Programs)
'Iwo student vacancies (ASUNM)
'IWo student vacancies (GSA)

Ernest Lange (HPPELP)

1995

Sandra Ippez (ASUNM)
Nancy Pistorius (Fine Arts Lib)

1996

•Walt Miller (Dir, Student Union)
Four student vacancies (ASUNM)
'Iwo student vacancies (GSA)

S'l'UDEN1' PUBLICATIONS OOARD

*Ex officio
Robert H. Johnson (journalist)
Warrla Martin (EnJlish)
Henry Trewhitt (Journalism)
Carolyn Wix (Art E:iucation)

1995
1996
1996

*All Editors & Business ~ of
Student Publications
Four student vacancies (ASUNM)
One student vacancy (GSA)
STUDENI' ST1\NDAROO MID GRIEVAN::E

Urrlergraduate Panel:
Rosa Femarrlez (Span & Fort
Gordon Hcx:lge (Psycholcxw)
'Two student vacancies (ASUNM)
Alternates:
Paul Mann (Fhannacy)
Diane Viens (Nursing)
'lwo student vacancies (ASUNM)

1995
1995

1995
1995

Graduate Panel:
Miguel Korzeniewicz (Sociol~)
Sanruel Roll (Psychol~)
'Two student vacancies (GSA)

1995
1995

Alternates:
'Iwo student vacancies (GSA)
Mary Jo carnpbell (Health Prom)1996
Zane Reeves (Public Adm. )
1996
lam Valdez (Student Relations C.OOr. l

member
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Master of Engineering in Hazardous
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PROPOSAL FOR CREATION OF A
MASTER OF ENGINEERING DEGREE IN
HAZARDOUS WASTE ENGINEERING
INTRODUCTION

There is at the present time a very strong demand for persons rigorously trained in the field of hazardous and radioactive waste management and environmental engineering. The purpose of the Master of
Engineering Degree in Hazardous Waste Engineering (MEHWE) is to
provide a strong, graduate-level program in the area of hazardous and
radioactive waste management and engineering for individuals who
al~eady hold bachelors degrees in engineering or closely related
sciences. The program offers an applied degree, rather than a
research degree.
(Those interested in research degrees are encoura9e~ to pursue M.S. degrees in appropriate existing fields, such as
Civ~l, Chemical or Nuclear Engineering, Earth and Planetary Sciences,
To~icology, Biology or Chemistry.) The MEHWE program is interdisciplinary, centered in engineering, but with supporting courses from
other parts of the University.
In the fall of 1990, the three institutions in New Mexico having
graduate engineering programs (NMSU, NMIMT and UNM) initiated informal '.'certificate" and/or "minor" programs in hazardous w~ste engineering under sponsorship of the waste-Management Education and
Research Consortium (WERC). The WERC Consortium includes the~e three
sch~ols plus Navajo community college and Los Alamos and Sandia
National Laboratories. It is funded primarily by the U.S. Department
of Energy.
At the present time

there are 153 students who already have bachelors degrees, or higher, enrolled in the WERC Certificate program at
UNM. Another 57 students have completed the program at UNM. Many of
these students have expressed a strong interest in being able to earn
a Master's Degree rather than just a certificate. They ve~y strongly Prefer a Maste~'s Degree with "Hazardous Waste" in the title
rat~er than a more traditional degree, such as a ~aste~'s in Civil
Engineering with an emphasis in environmental engineering and waste
;anagement. Recently 35 staff members and contractor personn71
esponded to an informal survey carried out at Los Ala~os National
Laboratory indicating they were definitely interested in a Master's
Program in this area.
The goal of the MEHWE program is to offer comprehensive educatio~ in
·
·
·
the f ie
· 1d of waste management engineering,
ily for
primar
. profession;is already working in the area or who expect to work in.the area.
Mhe needs of this group of students are not currently being met. The
Will be an applied degree not a research degree. As m~nytof
thEHWE
e
ap
.'
t·
P 1·icable courses as possible
wi, 11 b e ma de available . on ins h ruc.1ona1 television to accommodate employed students, especially ttlose
iben · Lo s Alamos. All courses require
. d f or th e Program are
curren
.
smallY
lng taught; so the incremental cost of the program 15 very
·

PROPOSED COURSE OF STUDY

The Master o~ Engineering in Hazardous Waste Engineering meets
all the requirements of the Master of Engineering degree approved
by the College of Engineering Faculty in 1987 and subsequently
approved by all appropriate UNM and State of New Mexico bodies.
The first Master of Engineering degree approved was that in
Manufacturing Engineering.
The Master of Engineering track in Hazardous Waste Engineering
requires courses in three categories: waste management engineering core, environmental engineering breadth, and waste management
engineering specialization. Since the degree is an applied one,
not a research one, no thesis is required. Thirty-six credit
hours of applicable, graduate-credit courses are required.
Students must, of course, meet the prerequisite requirements for
any courses they take.
Block 1.

Waste management engineering core (6 hrs)

CE 538
CE 539

Intro to Hazardous Waste Management (3)
Radioactive Waste Management (3)

Block 2. Environmental engineering breadth requirement
(8-12 hrs):
specific courses to be selected in consultation with
the student's Committee on Studies from among the
following with at least 3 hours taken from the "Legal
Topics" a~ea. The rest may be from either the "Legal
. " areas:
Topics" or "General Topics
"Legal Topics" area:
Legal Issues in Environmental
CE 551/CHNE 515
Engineering (3)
Natural
Resource Law Issues (3)
CE 551/CHNE 515
seminar
in Environmental Policy and
Pub Ad 574
Administration (3)
Environmental Law (3)
Law 580
"General Topics" area:
Hazardous Waste Disposal (3)
E&PS 545
Pollution Toxicology (3)
Pharm 587
Hazardous
waste Risk Assessment (3)
CE 551
Air Pollution Control (3)
CHNE 441
seminar in Hazardous Waste Management
CHNE 499
(l) (may be repeated for a maximum of 3
credits)
.
other
courses
as
may
be
appropriate,
outside of
and
the student's are~ of specialization

Block 3. Waste management engineering specialization requirement (18-22 hrs):
s~ecif~c course sequences to be selected in consultation with the student's Committee on Studies. Possible
course selections for two typical sequences are illustrated.
Each student must complete a 3-hr independent
study or practicum course in his or her area of specialization.
Radioactive waste specialization:
CHNE 466 Nuclear Environmental Safety Analysis (3)
CHNE 476 Nuclear Chemical Engineering (3)
CHNE 524 Radiation Interactions with Matter (3)
CHNE 564 Nuclear Reactor Safety Analysis (3)
CHNE 566 Methods of Nuclear Safety and Safeguards (3)
CE 584
Hazardous waste transportation (3)
CHNE 551/2 or CE 552
Problems: independent study
or practicum (3)
Chemical waste specialization:
Advanced Transport Phenomena (3)
Kinetics of Chemical Processes (3)
Environmental Biochemistry (3)
General Toxicology I (3)
General Toxicology II (3)
Pollution Toxicology (2)
Physical-Chemical Water and Wastewater
Treatment (3)
Advanced Physical-Chemical Water and
CE 532
Wastewater Treatment (3)
CE 534
Environmental Engineering Chemistry (3)
CHNE 551/2 or CE 552
Problems: independent study
or practicum (3)

CHNE 521
CHNE 561
Chem 462
Pharm 580
Pharm 581
Pharm 587
CE 531

Students will be encouraged to select some of their courses from
among instructional television offerings from NMSU and NMIMT in
0 rder to take advantage of the specialized expertise of faculty
at those institutions.
A Master's Examination is required of all students completing
mast~r's degrees at UNM.
For the MEHWE ~rogram, .the.Master's
Ex~m1nation will consist of a comprehensive examination, both
Written and oral, in which the student must demonstrate breadth
of knowledge in hazardous waste engineering. students would
normally take this exam after they have completed 24 hours of
coursework in the MEHWE program. The exam will ~e prepare~ and
administered by a committee of faculty me~bers.with expertise in
~he ~ield appointed by the College of Engineering Graduate
0 nun1ttee.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS

Applicants for the MEHWE program must specify a home department and
b 7 admitted to graduate standing in that department.
At the present
time, st~dents may select ei~her ~he Civil Engineering Department or
the Chemical and Nuclear Engineering Department as their home department. In the future, other departments may also be included. In
addition to requirements of the home department, app licants for the
program must meet the following requirements:
Applicants must have a B.S. degree in civil, chemical , or
nuclear engineering from an ABET-accredited program, or a B.S.
degree in a related field of science or engineering, with a
minimum GPA of 3.0.
Applicants must complete the following subject matter requirements prior to admission. These courses may be taken in undergraduate or non-degree status.
a minimum of fourteen semester hours of courses from among
the following areas with grades of B- or better: stati cs,
fluid mechanics, thermodynamics, soil mechanics, environmental science or engineering, or advanced (e.g. , beyond
freshman-level) chemistry.
a minimum of two semester hours of engineering laboratory
courses {These two hours may be counted toward the fourteen
listed above. This requirement may be met by courses which
combine lecture and laboratory in the same course.), or
four semester hours of advanced (beyond freshman level )
science laboratory courses (At most, two of these hours may
be counted toward the fourteen listed above. ) .
a minimum of four semesters of undergraduate courses in
mathematics, through calculus and differential equations.
(Pre-calculus mathematics courses may not be used to meet
this requirement.)
a minimum of two semesters of col l ege-level chemistry and
two semesters of college-level physics.
a minimum of one course in computer programming.
An applicant with an undergraduate GPA below 3.0 may be considered for admission if he or she has completed twelve or more .
hours of graduate-level courses after the bachelors degrees with
a GPA of 3.0 or higher.
All ap 1 .
d t Record Examination and
sub. P icants must also take the Gra ua e .
mit scores with their application materials.
: ~~~icants will be advised to work closely ~i~h 0 :P~~~P~;~~~tia~~~ltt e sors from both their home department an
r
e appointed to administer the MEHWE program.

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS

The minimum number of hours required for the MEHWE program is 36,
with at least 12 hours at the 500-level or above. At least 18
hours must be in courses in the College of Engineering. The
P:ogram must include a 3-hr independent study project or practicum. Students must pass a Master's Examination in hazardous
waste engineering after they have completed 24 hours of coursework in the program. Students must meet all normal requirements
for graduate standing and graduate degrees at the University of
New Mexico and for the Master of Engineering Degree with regard
to grade point average, residency, time limitations, etc.
Up to six hours (12 by petition) may be transferred from other
institutions or from non-degree status at UNM.
Students wishing to enroll in this program prior to its final
approval may gain admission to a related graduate program (e.g.,
Civil Engineering, Chemical Engineering, Nuclear Engineering).
Once the MEHWE program is approved, they may transfer to it
through the Change of Degree Program form.
ADMINISTRATION OF THE PROGRAM

The College of Engineering Graduate Committee, w~ich has representation from all departments in the College, will have overall
responsibility for the MEHWE program. The Co~~ttee~ however,
may choose to delegate responsibility for administerin~ th7
.
Program to a committee of faculty members who are working in this
technical area. This committee would be appointed annually by
the College Graduate Committee.
A Committee on Studies consisting of a ~ least ~hree faculty

members will be appointed for each student admitted to the MEHWE
Program. Because of the interdisciplinary nature of the program,
the members must be from at least two departments. At least two
must be from within the College of Engineering; others may ~e
from related departments. Adjunct faculty who are.experts in
hazardous waste engineering may be members of Committees on
.
Studies.
(Such adjunct faculty must be approved by theta~~ropriate academic department and by the Office of Graduates~ ~esth
The make-up of each Committee on studies will be appro~e ·it e
~es~onsible body (the college of Engineerini Gr:~~~t=tu~~~ m~=t
r its designee). Also, the final pro~ram or
ommittee or
~~ 5 appr~ved by the College of Engine~~~~~t;~a~~~~t~ee on studie designee after approval by ~hes t f r Master's degrees also
s. All other University requiremen s 0
apply.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

Financial r 7sources f~r the MEHWE program, in terms of faculty
and staff time, fall into three categories: teaching of classes
advising students and administering the program.
'
All of the classes required for the MEHWE program are already
being taught on a regular basis at UNM since they are used for
other degree programs. Enrollments have been high for the past
several years; some of the courses have had the highest enrollments of any graduate engineering classes at UNM. Many of the
students enrolled in them are professionals already working in
the area of hazardous waste management, frequently enrolled in
non-degree status. Whether or not the MEHWE program is put in
place, the courses will still be taught to meet the needs of
students in other degree programs and of non-degree students.
It is anticipated that establishment of the MEHWE program will
lead to even higher enrollments in the applicable courses, most
of which are graduate-level engineering courses. The net result
will be a substantial increase in revenue to the University.
(The state formula currently generates over $2000 in "I" funds
for each student enrolled in a three-credit graduate engineer ing
course.) Since the formula is a generator of funds, but not an
allocator, it is understood that there will not necessarily be
any increase in budget for the academic units offering the
program.
Advising of students and general administration of the P:ogram go
hand-in-hand. About o.25 FTE of faculty time and an equivalent
amount of clerical staff time will be required for the 30 to 50
students anticipated in the program at any one time. At the
Present time, and until about December 1995, the Waste-Management
Education and Research Consortium is funding 0.5 UNM FTE faculty,
Year round for the administration of educational programs. The
M~HWE prog~am would be administered by this P7rson. Rele~s7d
time funds from the 0.5 FTE faculty will provide for suff1c1ent
clerical support.
Note: At the present time, the person be~ng funded 0.5 FTE . _
for WERC education programs is Prof. David Kauffman~ Assoc1
ate Dean of the College of Engineering. Released time funds
are providing part of his secretary's salary.
Althou h
.
eared to extend funding for the
WER
g pr~posals are be1n9 ~r p
administration may
this will be
h C education program, adv1s1ng and programll
d~ve to be provided by UNM after 1995. Idea c~in load in return
fone by.g~ving a faculty mem~er a reduced te~ticeg it is unlikely
th~tadv1~i~g and admini~trat1ve wo:k.dI~ pr~his p~rpose; so the
inct· ~dditional funds will be provide
ohr e to agree on an
lVidual and his or her department may av
appropriate workload.

l

Budget Summary
1994-5

1995-6

1996-7

1997- 8

1998-9

Faculty, 0.25 FTE
11 months

18,000

18,900

19,800

20,800

21,900

Clerical, 0.25 FTE
12 months

4,000

4,200

4,400

4,600

4,900

Materials and supplies

1,000

1,000

1 ,00 0

1,000

1,000

23,000

24,100

25,200

26, 400

27,800

WERC
Contract

50% WERC
Contract
SO% UNM

Total
Source of Funds

Note: Salaries assume 5% increase per year

UNM

UNM

UNM

Nov . 3, 19 9 2

To :
From:

Linda Lewis, Head of Collection Development
Dena Thomas, Civil Engineering Selector

Sub ject:

Proposed Hazardous Waste Engineering Degree

Andr ea Testi, Science/Engineering Collection Development Coo r d inator,
ref erred this form C to me for review.
I see this new degree a s one
that the Library is quite capable of supporting.
I am active l y
coll ecting library materials in many of the subject areas, and others
are well-established within our collection. Although I can't s peak
for those in charge of Pharmacy and Law collection developmen t , those
cla sses are established and my feeling is that the respect i ve
coll ections in the Law and Medical Libraries support the areas.

94
Information Packet for Faculty Senate:

13 September 1994

1.
Conversations among the Regents indicate that the Faculty Incentive Retirement Program
Uust approved to run for an additional three years in its _present form) will probably NOT be
~xten~~d further. The. se~time1!t appears to be that the mcentive becom~s useless if kept
mdefllltely. Under this d1scuss10n, once the program ends after acadellllc year 1996-97 it might
be brought back irregularly, for a year or so at a time.

2.
Preliminary indications from the task force judging the proposals for UNM's Health
11!-s~ance Plans are that big changes may be in store for the 18 months beginnin$, 1 January 1995.
Five msurance companies have bid on the contract, including those currently available, Health
P.lus and Lovelace. One idea being discussed is the possibility of UNM becoming self-insured,
giyen the likelihood that the University would save a considerable amount of money. Anyone
with specific concerns should communicate them to Dr. Kari Karr, CARS, Chair of the
Faculty-Staff Benefits Committee; she will be happy to convey your concerns to the ta k force.
3.
There's one small addition to Harry Llull's e-mail Faculty Senate news item on the new
expanded membership of the President's Council. The meetings have changed from being
weekly for three hours into a total of six meetings over the next nine months, each meeting to la t
90 minutes. In. one fell swoop, the Presiden!'s Council has gone from bein~ .a .clo e advi ory
group.to anyt~mg but. This change was instituted three weeks after our cntie1sm of the rroce
by which President Peck's contract was being renewed. You may draw your own conclus10ns.
4.
The Legislative Budget Request approved by the full Board of ~egents t~s morning i
attached. Note particularly the (uncontested) plan to go for a full 7% mcrease m faculty and taff
sa.lary for the 1995-96 academic year. From the Regents, this request goes to the Co~s ion on
Higher Education. Last year CHE reduced our 7% request to 6%, and the State Legislature
subsequently passed 4.5% . It ought to be an interesting year.

=======-----------==================== ===

DOCUMENTS ATTACHED

A.

Faculty Senate Electronic Communication Program Proposal

B.

Brief Summary of Changes in the College of Education

C.

Report on the Core Curriculum (1992) by Paul Davis et al.

D.

UNM Legislative Funding Request, 1995-96

E.

Selection from the Minutes of the Board of Regents' 9 August 1994 Meeting

F.

Minutes of the Board of Regents' 20 August 1994 Meeting

G.

/
Letter to Provost Coleman ( cc: Campbell) from Harry Sheski, President of the Faculty
Senate, UNM - Gallup

II.

UNM Faculty and Scholarship, 1990-1994 (Main Campus and Medical Center)

I.

Ethnicity and Gender in New Mexico Higher Education

J.

Memo from Anne Brown regarding Honorary Degree Nominations

K.

UNM Policy on Nonmotorized Vehicles (29 August 1994, Richard p~~kJ3Sept94

.

9 :;
t.,

FACULTY SENATE ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIO
Faculty Senate Operations Committee

PROGRAM PROPOSAL

Bel Campbell, Physics & Astronomy, President
(x75148, bel@triton, fax71520)
Harry Llull, Centennial Library, Vice President

(x74734, hllull@hal.unm.edu, fax70702)
Richard Melzer, UNM - Valencia Campus
(865-1630, rmelzer@carina, fax865-3095)
Maurice 'Bud' Wildin, Mechanical Engineering
(x76288,wildin@hydra, fax71571)
Beulah Woodfin, Biochemistry

INTRODUCTION
An account has been set up under the name of SENATE@HAL.UNM.EDU. There are plans t
set up an a~count under SENATE@UNM.EDU so that anyone on the CIRT machine may nd
a message Just to SENATE.

The distribution list from this account currently includes Faculty Senator and ome
Faculty Senate Comm!ttee members. The goal is to include all Faculty Senator and hair f
Faculty Senate Comrmttees. Faculty Senators who do not currently have e-mail are receiving
messages through FAX or campus mail.
The SE!'!~TE account at this point should be viewed as a delivery mechani m for new and n t
as a tr~d1t10nal bulletin board or Listserv. The Vice-President of the Faculty enate will
coordmate the service. Generally, the delivery of information will be more m the format of a
newsletter with messages going out periodically as appropriate. Senator are encouraged t
re-route and share the information with their constituencies.

(x70102, bwoodfin@medusa.unm.edu, fax75389)
RECOMMENDATIONS ON WHAT SHOULD BE INCLUDED FOR DI TRIB TIO
or senate@hal.unm.edu

1.

Information for Senators relevant to campus issues, Faculty Senate meeting and acuity
Senate Committees. This would include previews of a~enda items agenda items and
pos.sible summary of minutes of Faculty Senate Comnnttees, and background informati n
on issues as needed.

2.

Information and call for input on university issues which develop between cheduled
Faculty Senate meetings and which need an immediate re ponse.

3.

A forum for Senators to express opinions on University and Faculty Senate · ue to be
~hci!ed with other Faculty Senators. When sending message~ to SE A TE enator need to
md1c 1te whether or not the message is meant to be shared with the full Senate.

4.

A forum for Committee Chairs to present background information on committee · ue to
the Faculty Senate.

5. A forum for the university community to express concerns and raise i ue before the a ul
Senate by sending a message to SENATE.
nat
6. A forum for Senators and the university community to communicate to the acul
Operations Committee.
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Bel Campbell
Professor
Physics & Astronomy
800 Yale Blvd NE Rm 111

( £)7 Assoc iate

Ric.h ~ v~ D0n2en, assist~d by Roberta Mackel. Richard has the responsibility for guiding and
assisting with the restructunng of curriculum.

Z..fptlnte

from the ,lenn's office

The beginning of a new academic year always brings with it new challenges and fresh excitement.
Certainly, this academic year for our College is no different, and has brought with it new faculty, the
planning for our accreditation visit, the beginning of a new committee structure, the implementation
of a new organizational structure, and systematic review of College curriculum. Challenging and
exciting, as we continue to build a college of education. for the 21st century.
This Update will come in two installments. The first one will deal with information about the
logistics of the year and the state and national scene, while the second one will address committee
work, curriculum, and accreditation (both the College's and the University's). The intent is to
provide all faculty and staff with a sense of what we want to accomplish, how it all fits together and
to set the work of the year in a larger context.

The Colle~e in 1994-1995
A_s ~~eryone knows, the faculty voted in May to end the department structure, as well as the
~ivisions, an~ we moved into a program-focused organization with the goal to form some type of
tig~ter, but sti~l program-focused, structure over this year. Toe task force formed by the Faculty
Pohcy Committee last year set some objectives and put in place a process to help accomplish ~at;
the task fo~ce proposed that we move this year to a cluster-based organization, where a cluster is a
confederati_on of "l~ke-minded" programs. A Planning Committee was created to oversee the long·
.
term pl_anrung and implementation, including the organizational structure. The new Faculty
Comm~ttee, in consultation with the dean as charged, has recommended membership of the p1anrung
Corruruttee. So, one task this year is to continue to evolve the organizational structure.
Along with the abolition of departments and divisions, we've instituted some new administrative
procedures. Program coordinators were recommended and appointed by the dean; two clusters
(H~HP and LLCS) have named cluster coordinators. Business offices have been set up in each
maJo_r college building (Johnson Center [Sally Renfro], Mesa Vista [Sharlene Swisher], Student .
Ser:ices (R~th Kubacka], Simpson [Trish Stevens], and Education Office Building (Paula pascetti]).
Se~ior staff. m each building business office will assist program coordinators and faculty to pr~cess
their financial ~d personnel paperwork. The goal here is to reduce the amount of adminisrrauve_on
work that coordinators and faculty have to do. Let us know what works and what doesn't, as we ir
out the "kinks".
The work of the individuals with responsibility in the dean's office has also changed. Tuey will pie .
upd some
·
· thed
. . of.the work previously
done by department chairs ot division directors, again reducing
~ mhmidstratl;e work ~f coordinators and faculty. I discussed the proposed distribution ofworklola
m t . e eans office with pro gram coord'mators
. ·m July. We are stressing the importance Of capab e
semor staff to handle much of the daily detail. So, here's a summary of the assignments:

Pauline !urne~, as~istant to be named. · Polly has the responsibility to attend to the community of
faculty, m~lu~mg issues of promotion and tenure, liaison with faculty structures in the University,
and coordmation ofNCATE (assisted by Kay Tenorio for NCATE).

Erank.Ekld, assisted by Ginger Hayes. Frank has the responsibility of the daily operations of the
College, including liaison with most university bureau~cy.

Guillennina En2elbrecht, assisted by Laura LaCour Johnson. Guillermina will continue to work
with issues of student life, including admissions and advisement. She also is the coordinator for
Early Childhood and is director of LAPE.
Carl:oe Yan Etten, assisted by Mary McLaughlin. Carlene will direct the College's Office of Field
Services and will facilitate the work of licensure programs on issues of student teaching, placement
and so on.

C~ai2 K_elsey, assisted by Helen Conover. Craig will continue as director for faculty searches and
Will assist programs and search committees to conduct quality searches and to recruit outstanding
pools of applicants.

lohn Mondra2on. John will direct the New Mexico Research and Study Council and will coordinate
and ~ork with the dean to facilitate the work with various external agencies that have important
relationships with the College.

~es Apodaca. James will serve as the College grievance officer and will expand his responsibility
into development for the College. He also continues to serve as director of the I Teach program.

!Io~ram/Cluster Coordinators (list attached) will handle issues of student admissions into programs,
advisement, cumc
. ul um, and program planrung
. and operations.
.

Ramona Caplan will continue to handle financial affairs, as well as personnel issues and contracts
and grants.
~ome staff have moved so that we can assure continuing support services to faculty. Each major
location will ~ave staff support for instructi_onal activit~e.s, as ~ ell as b~siness office support.
. program coordmator or business office can give you additional information. The College
Pubhc
·
· al and ct·issemmation
· ·
. . ~fion Center continues its service to faculty and students for mstruction
activities.

;:~ty

My major focus this year as dean will be to work closely with the dean's office personnel program
coord'mators, and faculty 'on issues' of restructuring and planrung,
. to work with
· the committees
·
as
appro pnate,
·
d
·
d
·
·
d
l
to continue to work with various University and state groups an m ivi ua s to
cons. oI'd
· on state and
i ate the base of support for the College and to place a great deal of attention
national agendas that have direct impact on the' College.

College of Education
Program Coordinaton

Art Education
Counseling
Early Childhood Ed
Elementary Education
Educational Administration
Family Studies
Health Education
HPHP (Cluster)
Exercise Science
Nutrition & Dietetics
Physical Education
Recreation
LLCS (Cluster)
Educational Thought
Bilingual/ESL Education
Language Arts Education
MSEE
Mathematics Education
Science Education
Environmental Education
Middle Level Ed
Psychological Foundations
Secondary Education
Special Education
Training & Learning Technologies

Research Services
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Jim Srubek
Wayne Maes
Guillennina Engelbrecht
Zelda Maggart
Breda Bova
Pamela Olson
Eli Duryea
Gary Ness
Vivian Heyward
Wendy Sandoval
Mary Jo Campbell
Craig Kelsey
Don Zancanella

277-4112
277-4316
277-3910
277-3702
277-5143
277-5550
277-8175
277-0437
277-6300
277-6430
277-5151
277-5151
277-0437

Craig Kelsey

277-5151

Don Kelly
Mary Harris
Lyn Oshima
Ginger Blalock
Hallie Preskill

277-6491
277-2925
277-2977
277-5119
277-4131

Andrea Vierra

277-7240

In the Spring 1990. as th~ result of extensive disc~ssion at three mcerings of the
Faculty Senate. mcludmg one me.etmg dcvO(ed sole!y to the issue of the Core Curriculum rhe
Senate adopt~d. by a nearly ~narumous VO(c. the proposition that "UNM should establish 'a co~
program required of. al~ candidates for ~ctaJaureate degren. • Funher, the ~nate agreed rhar lhc
program should be hnu.tcd to _18-~ ci:ecfit ~ours, and should includ.e. subject matte~ from a broad
range of content. arcas. mcludang social sciences. fine arts. humanities. mathematics, science
and technology. Then the rest of the core proposal was returned to the Co~ Curriculum
Committee with instructions to the Committee to reevaluate its curricular recommendations
responding to the discussions in the Senate, to meetings with departments. colleges, and f;cuJty
and !o.written statements to the Committee from many intmsted faculty, students, and
'
administrators.
The Committee bas spent the sevenJ months. meeting almost weekly. to carry out this
charge. We have reviewed the criticismso( our initial proposal; indeed, some of our most voca
critics from last year have served oo the rnision committee. We have reconsidered both the
underlying principles oo which our curricalar recommeodations were based. and each of our
specific course proposals. We have added to and subtracted from. revised aod refined our
ori gi naJ recomrne ndations.

Jo this follow-up repo~ we have constructed our charge narrowly and limited ourselves
as much as possible to cunicular issues-ID the courses and the course scque11ee that we
rccommeod for the Core Program. By doing so, we have deferred questions of implcmentatioa
until we achieve agreement OD the program we wish to implement. The Committee expresses ib
coocem about such questions as .who will leach in the COR Program, where the money will
come from, how the courses will be chosen, how the propam will be administered. aod bow Ile
program will affect existing programs. S. such issues dimct attention from the prior curricular
issues. Until we can ape OD the curricufllm, most implementation questiom arc mooc.
After the Senate approves a curricalum. then we ra:omrne~ that the Se~ate take steps. in
concert with appropriate administratonud students, to develop an 1mple~uoo plan. Ow
committee has discussed many of these implementation issaes and can contnbute a good deal ro
the discussion.
The Criticisms of Ille lnidal Canimlar Recommndadom
We received many position papas. departmental ~utions. and i~viduaJ ~t~meots in
response to our initial proposal. Some p,e unqualified pnue, others un.rmtipted cntJc1sm.
Overall, the communicalions we received corroborate the JaUJts of ~e. ~ poll by the New
Mexico Association wScholars. In that poll, as in rcspomes to. our a~tial . ~ there wu
genera) a ~ f:Adie principle of tlieeore, but there wac widely diff'erma ideas .about WMS
the lJNM Core Program should be. In miewing our ori.-i proposal m! ~velopang our
Present recommendatiaa. we have tried ID respond to the IDOSt frequent cntieisms ?' our wolt
~ to develop a balanced and flexible pracram that reconciles at least some rl the divergent
P<>tots of view.
.
Most o( those w11c, responded to oar original propoal oa:~ alternative sc~emcs or
suggested particular revisions to our reca•neodations. T1ne cntiasms fl oar cumculum
reappeared in many oCdae responses we received: .
· ored science or ·
I. Science. By far the most commaa complarnt was lhat ~e ha~ ign
•
denigrated it or included it inappropriately. In our RCOns1dcralJon ~ess, ~e have Spall
.
. issue
•
th an on any ~er
, top1·c. We ·
-"mmend
as
1c science
on• this
more tame
requirement in this Core Proposal.
C"'
. . b ·ected to the fie:,r;ibility in Ola'
2. The proposal was n<>I a core program. .:)evera1cnt>es O ~ • •
b of the core
pro~saJ which allowed for alternative c?urscs that
a particular list ti
requirements. Some argued that a <XR was nO(fra~re u ral such lists, each very diffcrar
courses required fl every studcoL We were o ,c
scve
.
from the others.

wou~C:ti:~~:~ed
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The committee considers such approaches too restrictive and believes there ait
compelling reasons, both curricular and practical, for an approach that alJows for some
flcx.ibiJity in the courses that satisify each oft.he core requirements. This is an approach to
core requirements used by many universities, for example, both Stanford and UC
Berkeley.
3. The program was not sufficiently content-based. There were several reasons wby some
of our critics felt that our original proposal needed co specify the subject matter in the core
courses. Some felt that specifying particular conteat was the only way to assure breadth in
the core program. Others thought that core courses would be superftcial, •mickey mouse·
courses because there was no specified content. Olhers saw difficuhies with transfer
students and accreditation committees if the core courses were not identified by contem
areas.
The committee has reviewed these arguments and made some specific revisions in ow
recommendations to define and limit the content in particular core requirements. But we have not
limited our core proposal to a specific list of six or eight courses as some ol our critics
suggested. We continue to believe that such a limited program would be inflexible and w~
narrow student choice and faculty par1icipatioo too severely. We reaffirm our recommendabon
for a conceptually-based core altowing some options to saudents and invalving a wider nnge of
faculty. We believe this is ao appropriate approach for UNM.

Alternative Approaches to Core Curricular Design
We would remind the faculty cl other approaches that we have coasidcred and Ofl .
reasons for not adopliog them. In our original report we outlined the reasons for these cboices as
follows:
. We looked at several ~mot k;inds of core programs as possal>le models and we
reJected many of them as 1nappropnate for UNM. We began wi• the SO Hounpropm
proposed by the National E.ndawment for the Humanities, but we found it too cx~ave
and coostrainioa. for by requirina 50 hours it woald constitute all of the non-map work
for many students, especially daose in professioaal programs. We agreed that om
program should be limited one. one that allowed individual collqcs and departrnenlS to
set general education requirements of their own to complement die core. We set 15 ourb
goal a propam that would comaitute about half cl the general education courses takaa Y
most students. somewhere between 18 and 30 boun leavina an equal number clboUts
for cowses aequired by iodiviW colleges.
•
We also cid not wane our core to be 1 •remecial• proa,am • many of the skils ral
PTO&fll!DS WC looked at ~na to be. Such propams created the impression thal aene
ed~tioo ~ are hurdles. preparatory expaienccs to be 1aa. over before~ .
learn1nJ ~ But we sec die core as ioculcatiag habits cA l'JUlli. intelledU~ disciphnCS
~.~~View
1J>: • ~'_IC&tcd people. We have in Iliad such stills 1111
abilities
and thi~ cntically; evafualiaa inf'ormatioa ad ideas;
u ~ different potn~ mview.; definiag,analyzing. and talving probl~rlll:
~gua~~ lop:ally and persuasnely; wnting clearly and cogently. And such att1tudeS 15
s eptic:i~ ~ for civilized discourse, a seme of history, tolaance. civic ..
COiiage and integrity. These are ca~ties and quaJ~~:at
w .c .
t. ~ e can agree. They are wbt a university is about-the v~- d
!!&t~ us in oar dav.ers1tx, They develop throughout one's educatiaa-and one's l!fe--an
provide the centenng context for more specialized studies or voalional preparati<J!L
X1'us we rccommen~ a co~e ~ complements the students' major work, cncoura:1n1
Thm to c = thcu spe~iahzed studies with broader social issues and human ~oncer.ls·
e cored
an oo-goang part of their educational experience daroug.'lout their
U d
n ergra uatc years.

as~·

Sharee!

resrn~~D:iectual

ela~::~:;;u~:C: thesubject m_atteroflbc core cou~ We }~ked a~::;s":at
met various cateo,on' • theprocrams which established long bsts ~ existJng co 1,ated
• es 18
core program. But lhese schemes were often so c~r.tp ·
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and offcred so many choices, chat they seemed DO better to us than the di~ttibulion
systems they replaced. .For one of the virtues of a core program--pcrhaps lls grea1csi
virtue--is that it provides a common experience that all students share a11d thus promotes
intellectual discourse and community on the campus. Such benefits Jrc lost. we think.
when the core program offers too many choices.
Great books programs which begin with a list of canonical texts that define the core
do provide a common experience for all studenls., but often they do so by imposing a
narrowly defined culture on aD students. Such narrowness may not be inappropriate at a
small, selective college that defines its mission in tcnns of a particular ideology or
perspective, but it did not seem an appropriate approach to take at a diverse and pluralistic
public university like UNM. In fact, ~hen we C?nsidercd the distinct.i~eness of UNM. it
was its acknowledgement and recogrutlon of nabve cultures, oral tradataons. ~nd
indigenous ideas that marked its character. For many decades ow programs an
anthropology, archeology, Spanish language, literature, and folk .~ul~ur~. the visual and
perfonning arts have been central in defining the charactuof.the n~statuuon. M~
.
recently Latin American Studies programs h~ve extended rtfOD~ mter~sts to henusphenc
ones. New Mexico with its multicultural hcntage has an ethical 1mperat1ve to promot~
intercultural tolerance, understanding. and social pluralism. W~ considered suggestions
to require courses on New Mexico history or cultur~ as ways to 1acorpo~te Ne~
Mc~co's distinctiveness into the core program, but mstead of sudl specific requirements.
we have tried to develop our whole core pro~. in s:clatioo to the values and challenges
of diversity which seemed to us to define the d1slmctJ vc character of both UNM aod the
st.ate.
.
.,
_..,. ha
ood
In our reconsideration we have reevaluated the• basic .d~~oos a.u ve spe.nt ~ &
deal of time discussing an integrated historically-based. interd1saphoary app~h-sam,lar to the
one suggested by the National Endo;ment for the H~i~es-bdore ruffinmn~ ~ conceptual
model we originally proposed. As a result of these _d1scuss1ons, we have .made S1g~caa1
revisions in the requirements we recommend, espec1ally to define the ~bjcc~ matt~rs 10 ~eral of
the requirements IDCft narrowly and specifically. Tbe cooce~ oa wbicla this curriclllum as
based can only be taa&ht as they are embodied in particalar subjed ~~as. We have also
attempted to present a balanced proposal. one that includes both ~tJoml c?'1rscs like our Core
4, Western Traditions requirement, and more revisio~st courses. like~ an.:[ °:!ns
American Cultures requirement However, the conuruaee, by a substantJal maJ tJ,
convinced that the conceptual a ~ we recommend can more broadly and accun&ely express
the intellectual perspectives c:I our facalty and the divenity in our sNdent body and state than•
more traditional. bi*>rically-based CCR program coulcl.

How the Conceptal ~n W~a.W 'Y0 rk .
that all studalCs will tab. Rather,
Our care poposal as DOt a list r6 sax or a_gbt coases
be ____. by departments.
we identify five cooceptual!content areas for w~ch ~ -;:. r l ~ will specify
colleges., or individual faculty members. The
will include. AJI fiw core aJ'QS
10
certain concepts and cootent lbat all coarses offi
~ • all five can ~
can include c:ow,es 6om more than one departmeol: or <isciph~--'eliocs for each cl the core
interdisciplinary courxs. Some cxistia& cou~. will ~ t the • - revision. Wt would also

S::~°:!tor

areas· often exi· sting-·-- can meet the gu1dehoes w1tb mo:<k~
,
-·a11 · t d,saplnwy 'JOeS.
encourage the de~·elopment of new courses. espect . Y erl nnina It is the approach used, for
This is not an unusual approacll to core cum cu P a
·.
5 over otlaer
example. by both Stanford and U.C.. Berkeley. It offen sev~ ad\ant.age
approaches as a way to develop and amp~e~eot ~ .core pro~ ~t.ainin& some choice in each core
1. It cases the transition from ad1stnbuuon systan Yr
area and by ulilizing existing course~
f
unes, drawing on the
2. It pennits considerable flexibility in thfe
~ ~:;U:ents thus promoting more
particular interests of different students, acu ty, an
'
engaged teaclaing and leamins-

::r

coi°'eu'
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3. It crea~c.s "? sinecures for particular courses or Jepartments. but ralheropms
opportunities an each of the core areas for departments to propose appropriate courses.
4. It builds experimenution and growth into thr core program through the process of ongoing review of core coul'5Cs. At institutions where this approach has been used, each of
the core aius typically •sorts itself out·· in a fcw years to a fairly stable g,oup of siit or
eight courses that meet each of the core requirements.
5. It .cn~ourag~s the de~elopmeot o~ interdisciplinary courses to emerge as part of the
contrnutng review and 1mplementation process.
6. It is compatible with existing administrative and departmental structures.

The Theme ~r the Con Program: Ways of Knowin&
We beheve the core program should seek to foster intellectual self-awarenes.,. Students
must know how their expertise relates to other ways of knowing appreciate both the possibilities
and limitations in their own point of view while being open to t~og from the perspectives of
othen.. They must recol':ll1.e that each scholar. each proje~ each scholarly study is part of a
larger mtellectual cnterpnse that serves larger social cods.
The core program should continue throughout the student's undergraduate years. It
should:
1: Introduce the map of learning. The core should make students aware cl the broad
d1!'fcrenccs betwee~ the main areas of learning-humanities. social science. natural
sc1c_ncc. mathe~tics, and fine arts--of key concepts. established ideas. and important
subJ~ manen 1n each of'thcse areas, and of some of the different approaches to
pursumg knowledge takea by different disciplines.
2. Develop criti~ ~nking skills. The core should teach students to analyze texts.
problems, and s1tuatioos;-to approach different subjects in appropriately cfiff'erent ways;
to recognize the limitations inherent in any approach· to develop conclusiCIIS consistent
with the evidence and with the approach taken.
•
3. En~ourage_ i~tellectuaJ independence. lbe core should concentrate on ~
matc~als~ganal tcxts, data, statistical claims, field experiences. proble-. labofatory
ex penmen':'-so that studen~ can develop their own strate&ies for analysis IDII
unde~101 and reach dle1r own conclusions. By workin& with particular problems
~d looking at them from the perspectives of several disciplines. students CID le.am the
importance <:I accurate dala and gain an appreciation for tbe comple~ty o(isael4. Develop~ unde~chg of difference. The core should make srudeo11 aware of bow
~owledge as related to 111 cont~ its historical situation. and the perspectives aod
interests of those
produce it.
S. ~acilitate !he i~tepatiaa of bowled&e- The core should help students_. sense cl
their total umversatyexpaieoc:e and relate their s'IV"rializ.ed stucScs to t,roadcrc,oocef11S
and uses.
r-·
6. Encowaae ldiv_e ilvch~t in the community. The core should opea up ways for
~~ not simply in their vocalica, bal as educal.. ad engaged

w•

:'::s'°oc":.

.
The Ways d ICnOW1111heme articulates thesr goals These coacepts are ~ally
,m~rtant for the learning pRICeS in a state that prides itself on its cultnral diversitJ. In such 1
soaal context the search forlnadl must include an unde~~ding cA difference.

The Program We Propc111
The Committee recommends that we begin with a '!3-hour program· one coarse in each of
thc seven
cor areas described below •Pus
I one a.dd':tional
·
· core aIUS two
through six.
course chosen from

all at on1!ca~ the core co~': would be taken throughout a student's undergraduate years, ~ot
that one c~urs:
tCoreCore 1 be prcrequi site for any further courses in die Core an
111
re.,
3. and Core 4 be prerequisite to Core Sand Core 6

:aC:'!lfflC:, .,

courses. The Core 7 capstooe cours.-: would be open only to stude_nts who have completed the
rest of their core requirement and at ,east _90 bo_urs toward graduation.

.
ents that follow we indicate the conceptual
In the descriptions of the seven ~ore reqmrem bri fl describe the content of the
assumptions underlying eac~ ~ reqwre~ent. the:irc~ine:
we suggest for course proposals
requirement, and finally we md1cate the ~n<!5 c:l all of the core requirements we stresS the use
that will meet the requireme~L In tbe guidcboes or for we believe that students can ooly .
of original texts, field cxpencnccs.1aboratory w~rt, b independent conclusions when working
develop their abilities to unde~tand. analyze, a reac
with such primary materials.
CC t: latrodactloa to die Core<}~·> . by which humans uaderstand themselves
Assumptions: There are many ways o ow:gfrom more than one perspedive; diffeieot
and their world; most topics can be a ~ h ys of tnowin& that we anploy strongly
subjects call for different ~ b a l ; w~lieve.
influence both what we know and w we
· rod es the central concepts of the core
Content: This first course for all students int : knowing and that most topics can be
curriculum: that there are many different ways peictive that some ~roaches m more
approached and studied from more~~onue~ me cooctusaoos ~bed. ~ f i
appropriate than others. and dle a.,.,--- ta
• caD be broUpt to bear Oil Si-ulC
course will demonstrate
not limited to. raai~alism~ .
topics. These ways c:I tnowma nu ....t ~ty· aesthetic experience. textual ,nacrpretmoo.
empiricism and the ,cientifac method. a
,
historical expluaaic:&
.
• .~• l
lecture formal and ID YIUQWJ
Ouidelina: Tbil one-bcurc:om• will~ P ~ ~I ~ucc students to several ways of
f ~ for individual studJ. "!k~~
hum:d!s. dle s o c i a l ~ ~ ~
learnma • they are employed ua 1111r
•
deDtS with an adena.-~
and the mnral tcieDcelL ll will also provide~ map• of tbc unhenity, 1ts cSepartmCDts
design mdae COIC propam and with aa ~11?!!1._ all other courses in tbe core proparD·
and raoan:ea. Corel wil be prereqmsa .... ""
. "ts
cc 2:
ol Knowua (3 hrs.~llf t in a particular way of tnowin~ bJ ~ng 1
Assumptions: We can become moreb I u ·ng its methodology, by appreaa og
expression in a variety of cootexts. Y earru
pos.gbitities and its limitations.
led There are
•
particular approach to kl!°~ · ge. d study the
Content Each course ifl Core 2 introduces a ork within a particular disaplme:wing bow
two ways of doing this: these coursesb~ ;atter or to a ~cular ~bl~ ~h different
differeot approaches to a common su ~
.
toy methodolo~
. (
these different approaches conceive the subJe~b cmpp_ ....:cular way cl knowing e. g.,
al study ow a ... u
'pli.Des.
conclusions. Core 2 councs may 50 • ) ·s used in several diSC1
statistical analysis or historical explanabOO 1

f,

tliat

how_diff~..°i ~~r~::iC:.,d

:J
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Guidelines: Each course will use some primary texts, cases, or situations to pre~nt the
way of learning, its methodology, its resul~ and its limitations.
CC J: Science (4 hrs.)
Assumptions: In Western culture since the Renaissanc.e, empiricism has been the dominant
model for learning: an understanding of the sciemific method, its potentialities and
Ii rru l4tions. is essential for scientific literacy.
Content: Core 3 courses Jay the foundation for scientific literacy, as discussed by
Rutherford and Ahlgren in Science for All Americans ( 1990). ·Scientific literacy-which
encompasses mathematics and technology as weD as the natural and social sciences-has
many facets. These include being familiar with the natural world and respecting its unity:
being aware c:l some of the important ways in which mathematics, technology, and the
sciences depend on ooc anotl1cr. understanding some of the key concepts and principles of
science; having a capacity for scientific ways of dunking; knowing that science,
mathematics. and technology are human enterprises, and knowing what that implies abo~
their strengths and limitations; and being able to use scientific knowledge and ways rl
thinking for personal and social purposes.•

Guidelines: Cou~s meeting Core 3 guidelines will be interdisciplinary, studying selected
key concepts and principles in science. These courses are expected to introduce the
scientific wortd view, survey methods of scieotif1C inquiry, show relationships to oehcr
~i~ipl~oes, and discuss how scientiflC activity proceeds within the individu3;i, .social.• an~
~Sbtutional f~wort. f. bands--00. laboratory experience, essential to attaJmng s:aentific
hter:3~y and CODS1stcnt w!th the Core Program·s sarcss oo primary experience, requues an
additional hour for the science course. The Committee encourages the development of
•gateway• science courses-like the interdisciplinary course curreody being planned fo~ the
Gen~~ Honors~; such ~unes must be developed at the departmental level. wadi
prov1S10DS for 11SlDI a te.am-teachina approach.

CC 4: Westen Traditlou (3 bn.)
Assumptions: A society's cultural traditions define its identity and influence what is tnown;
knowledge oflhese traditions and the key worts 6at establisla them are essential to cultural
literacy.

Content Althoa&h the mumption supporting this requiremeat applies to any intact culture,
Co~ 4 courses will be restricted to the western f..llro..American traditioa. These ~
~ongi!'Jdinall_y ~ aspects~ lhe Western tradition throup the study of ideas coatau,ed
• 0 phil~bi~ l i ~ , and scicnti.rac cl~cs· works mut. music. and architecture; andd
technolog,cal lllti!'adS. .Core ~ counes seek ~ dcTelop a knowledcc of die development
'!"estera c:ult~ ?ts Dia.JOI' penods and ideas, and an awareness of tbe challenges to these
idea~. both hi*>rical and contemporary.
Guidetinf's: Core 4 course ~roposa)s sbou!d desaibe broad survey courses covering. for
example, the Westem tradition from pre-history through the Renais.unce or from the .
seventeenth caitury to the preseat. Tbe syllabus should include a significant list of pnmatY
tex!~· wc..ks <>! art, architecture. music, dance. theater, or items of technology. To
fa:ih.tatc looking at the Western tradition f~om more than one perspective, the sylla.b ~ must
also •~elude some works that challenge or present alternatives to the dominant trad• 0?05'
espectalty .w<:>rts produced by non-Westerners by women or by members of minont)'
cultures within the West..
.
'
•

CC 5: World Calt11tt1 (3 hn.)
A~umptions: Knowledge and belief are constructed differently io v:irious cultures. Study
of (or immersion in) another way of life enables us to learn about that cul~ and about our
own, making us aware <:I tlle role that reason, experience, authority, and rhetoric play in
shaping our convictions, while enhancing our appreciation cl human diversity.
Content: ld~ly Core S courses will take place within another culture and study that culture
holistically. Where foreign study is impossible, Core S ~ will rel~te several aspec~
of the culture being studied. as in an area studies approa<:b- The~ are ncb faculty
resources for cour1a ia many world cultures; the Comnuttce believes that UNM bas
especially good resources for Core S cousses on Mexico aod other Latin American cul tu res.
Guidelines: Core S courses will include some direct expcrieoa of~ c~ture being midied.
by visiting the culture reading primary materials from the culture, V1ew10gfi1ms, etc.
Knowledge of the tanpage can be required as a prerequisite for some Core 5 courses, but
courses that do not have a language prerequisite will always be offered.

CC ,: American Caito.res (3 hrs.)
.
Assumptions: Tbe United States is itself a pluralistic culture. Persoos d different .
ethnicities, races. and genden relate to ·~erican culture: difTe'!ntly, .and operate Wlth
different social experiences and expectatiOOS. It becomes tncreaSUl&IY important to ..
undentand our society from diverse perspectives and to ~ the man~um~cs
of shared experiences and values that create the broader nataooaJ. culture. . -ecrccptJoos.
approaches to tnowlcd&e. an values significantly depend oa soe1ally and hi*>ncally
coostnlcted roles and statuses.

Content: Core 6 courses treat important themes i~ ~ericlll ~story, socia,,~ cultureb
from die pe~ives rl groups thus far marginahz.ed 1n lradi~onal acadcrmc I sco~ Y
.
._.,.,_
ethni .
x They stady issues that are K evant to
v~e especially d elm, rac~.
city. or se 1• what difference in a pluralistic society
cthni~ gender, and culllnl
~
Commiuee bolds that class, race,
means to less powedul poops. A m i ~
of th
but could be explored in the
ethnicity, and sender need not be the only ,ocus
e coanc,
context of other aspects fl American socidY•

differe~. e;: 3:

•
•
•
ces aacl ex~ioos
cl class.~
Gwdelines:
Core 6 coanes wall
focus OD .&.
we expenen
r· he
womea, and mracial ad ethnic pips• the United S ~ These co~" re
appropriate and possible. will use primaJJ texts, field expenences. and projedl-

CC 7: T1ae Capatoa l'rop"alD
· b seein& if tlley help m
As.,umptiom: 6. We tat the efficacy of oar ways of
1 the uscful.ocs., of OW'
answer im~t quesliaas and solve real pro~e':i ~ our life.
educadon by tbe way ii integrates our world view
e

kn~J !

ed
last proposal were particularly
Conteat: Many fl the faculty wbo ~mment 00 ~~ •n lbat documcnL We remain
enthusiastic about the capstone senuna.rs we prcsen I ciscussed several alternative
committed to the concept of a capstone course. We have cbed coo;eosus on any particular
possibilities for the capstone cou~. but we have:: : have considered a finaJ paper
program. Besides the project seounars w! propo tJNM or one developing bis or her
evaluating the student's educational expcnef:!ce at . ts' ·nterdisciplinal)' seminars, and•
pbiloso{>hY of life. We have discussed c~v~roJernt'i~ that the possibilities for ~
current issues forum. Our recommendation at 5 po
twO of the Core propam with •
capstone course be stucled further during the first YW: or
specific ff'1'00lmendatiaa beina submitted al that later tune.
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Nest Step,
The Core Curriculum Committee recommends tha af
.
. .
Senate undertake an implementation plan Thi It, ~er the cumcuJar design as approved the
fac~I?' and students with from al) instructional5.f:iian( o~d be ~veloped in consuJtatioa ~ith
paruc1pate or have an interest in bachelor's de
ts on e maJn and branch campuses) that
rcco~ends that. insofar as possible, all
P ~ s. The ~re Cuniculum Committee
special Core Curriculum faculty be created
cu ty should_t~c~ 10 the Core and that no
~tude~ts ~nd faculty by enriching everyooe;s ~b g~neral parti~apatioa would greatly benefit botb
mterd1sc1piinary courses. It would d
cataonal cxpenence and promotin& truly
0 ~ ~iJ a large state institution, with some of the
benefits traditionally ascribed to
mo.re. i_ntim~tc.contact between student!'°~
eges, namely, more personalized cducatioa,
actiV1tics wathan the university and.· 'd ."nu ty, more awareness of other disciplines and
'
mca en.......,, better student retention.
The Core Curriculum Committee
Sh~~I Ben-David, Economics
Philip Bock, Anthropology
Jane Bruker, Gallup Brancb
Laura Crossey, Geology
Wolfgang Elston, Geology
~uglas George, Art and Art History
Bnan Hanse~ Theatre and Dance
Betsy Jameson, History and W
.
Roy Johnson, Civil F.ngineerinomen Studies
Bc~ard Moret. Computer Scie:ce
Da_vad _Null, Library
Sbaanu Okuoor, African Am . S
Lynette Oshima. CIMrE encao hkies
John Panitz, Physics and Astrono
Wanen Smith Modem
_my
Paul Davis, &glisb.
Oassacal Languages

Jr:

sm:i~

ra:i
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
LEGISLATIVE FUNDING REQUIREMENTS
FISCAL YEAR 1995-96 LEGISLATIVE REQUEST

Each year the UNM Board of Regents approve a statement of "funding requirements" that
is presented to the Commission on Higher Education (CHE), the Governor and the Legislature.
The attached table (Table I) summarizes projected funding needs for the University of New
Mexico in Fiscal Year 1995-96. It contains a summary of projected requirements for:
o

Inflationary and "unavoidable" costs, including faculty and staff compensation.

o

Base adj ustments to compensate for one-time appropriations of cash balances in the
current year and for unavoidable program cost increases which exceed the rate of
inflation.

o

Workload adjustments for Instruction and General (I&G) programs.

0

Elimination of certain credits taken against the School of Medicine I&G appropriation.

0

Expansion of currently funded special programs and introduction of new special programs.

Not included in this statement of funding requirements are changes in the state funding formula
for four-year (main campus) and two year (branch campus) I&G. These potential formula
modifications could include addition of an equipment depreciation formula component,
enhancement of the building renewal and replacement formula, modification of growth adjustment
calc:ulations related to enrollment increases, full implementation of the new academic support
fonnula, additions of a "G" component for summer and distance education formula calculations
'.111d improvement of the student services component of formula calculation. These formula
issues are being discussed by the CHE staff and institutional representatives and are expected to
be finalized in October.

Unavoidable or Inflationary Increases

•

. The recurring base legislative (state general fund) appropriatio~ t~ the University of ew
Me~c~ is $172,728,100. (See Table I-A for the detail.of this appropnat~on base.) 11 The a~che~
pr~hm~ary summary request submitted for considerauon (T~ble I) proJec~ ~at una:mdable
or mflat1onary increases in legislative funding will add approxunately $15 milhon (8.69 Vo) to that
total. Included in this category is the standard annual request for incre~es in faculty ~d s~f
compensation· this year UNM is requesting a 7.0% increase. somewhat higher than the ~nflation
rat b
' .
.
..
l · t peer institutions. Also included
·
e, ut appropnate given the pos1t1on of our sa1anes re auve o
in the unavoidable category are increases of 3.5% to cover rising costs of health an.t d~ntal
~nsurance benefits and increases in the employer portion of social security (FI~A) co~m ~uons;
~ncreases of 5.0% in expense budgets (materials. servic~s, ?"avel. etc.)~ ~ _ProJected inflationary
increase of 4.0% in utility costs; and a 10.0% increase m library acqu1s1t10n costs.

Line Item Increases
insurance benefits and increases in the employer portion of social security (FICA) contributions;
incr es o 5.0% in expense budgets (materials, services, travel, etc.); a projecte!i inflationary
incr as o 4.0% in utility costs; and a 10.0% increase in library acquisition costs.

B

dju tment Increa es

It is anticipated that increases related to base adjustments will total $1.2 million. These
e djustm nts are related either to restoration of appropriations because of "credits" that were
n for cash balances by the legislature in prior years or expense adjustments (over and above
r ular inflation required to maintain program operations at current levels. (Credits are
r ductions of state general fund appropriation in order to force programs to spend cash reserves
to support ongoing operations.) Credits against appropriations were taken by the legislature for
lhe WI CHE program, Carrie Tingley Hospital and Children's Psychiatric Hospital in FY 1994-95,
and base djustments will be requested in these areas. A base adjustment will be requested in the
H mophilia Program because of precipitous increase in the cost of blood products utilized in that
pro ram.
orklo d lncrea
Workload incr~ases (as summarized in Table I and Table I-A) fall into two categories:
tho that are automauc or formula generated and those that are required for continuation of on·
om no~-formula l&G (School of Medicine I&G) programs. The formula generated wor~oad
numbers m Table I and Table 1-A are projections of the automatic formula increases that will be
c~erated by changes m student credit hours in formula funded I&G programs. These are
stun tes only at this_t~e since actual formula computations are still being finalized by the c.HE.
ho~l of Medicine_ (our only non-formula l&G budget) will request specific line~item
0
v ~
d mer ases associat~ :"'th establishing the master's of public health degree, initi~ung a
t l u ly mandated. phys1c1an assistant training program and for funding Health Sciences
r • e. pens s.. Detatls of the School of Medicine line-item workload funding change requests
ummanzcd m the attached material (see Table 1-A and Appendix I).

u ti n f

r dit

in t cbool of Medicine I&G

The University is proposing an increase of $8.1 million for expansion of ongoing and
addition of new special projects. (See Table I-A, and Appendix III for summaries of these
changes.) The process followed by the administration in order to develop the 1995-96 funding
request was different from that followed in previous years in that there was an organized effort
to identify new special projects and expansion needs in ongoing line-item appropriated programs.
In the past, there had been very little emphasis on systematic review of these programs. The
University Planning Council, in conjunction with University Administration, made a conce~ed
effort to address this aspect of the University's funding .requirements for 1995-96. The Planrung
Council worked with the administration in the preparation of budget request guidelines that
invited new projects, as well as expansion requests in ongoing proj ects by initiating a camp~wide request for proposal (RFP) process. Numerous proposals were received by the vice
presidents and the provost and were prioritized in each of ~ose ~d~v~dual ar_e ~.. These
prioritized requests were then submitted to the Planning Council and md1~1dual pno~ttes from
Student Affairs, Academic Affairs, Business and Finance and the Health Sciences were mtegrat~d
into a single prioritized list of special project funding requirements by the Plannin~ Co~cil.
That prioritized list is summarized on page 2 of Table I-A; brief details of each special proJect
request are included in Appendix III. Also included (see Table 1-B) is_in_formation about how
each of these special project funding requests will contribute to accomplishing the goals set forth
by the Board of Regents in their Vision Statement.

Summary
The entire funding request, as summarized in Table I, shows an increase of$~~ .5 million
(18.21 %) in state appropriated funding. Not included in this number are any ~dmg form~la
revisions which will be finalized as discussions between the CHE staff and higher educatton
• ·
d that fiormula revisions
may total $2.0 tof
· · ·
· ant1c1pate
mst1tut1onal
representatives progresses. It· 1s
.
$3.0 million, and thus would bring the University's request for new fundmg ~p to _th7 level ~l
$33.5 to $34.5 million (between 19.4% and 19.9%). . In comparison, the University s overa
funding request for FY 1994-95 was for an increase of 19.6%.

j
j _j_

TABLE I-A

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO LEGISLATIVE REQUEST FY 1995-96
1994'-95 Bue Appropriations
HB-2
SB 372 RJN•
Total

Project 1itlc

(

1995-96 L c g i I I I a l i v c
Bue
Ncw Fund
(ltecumg)

~

RcqucI t
Total
l'riori'f (Base + New)
I

INSTRUCTION AND GENERAL (lcl:G) FUNDING
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2.440.800
4.987.100
8.724'.400
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CaH nccr Center
eallh Resources Registry
~emophilia Program
ewt,orn Intensive Care
Ped~tric Oncology
Special Perinatal Care
Pediatric Pulmonary
Grief Intervention
Pediatric l)ysmorphology
~um Tenens
oung Children's Health Center
Out or County Indigent

:(

--

29.497.700

150,000

29,4'97.700

29.572,700

3.288.()()()
794.200
114.100
156.300
111.400
4',464,600

29.497,700
3.288.(00
794.200
114.100
231.300
111.400
34,037.300

30.000

J0.000

2,470.800
4,987.100
8.754'.400

2.470.800
4.987.100
8,754'.400

250.000
500.000
750,000

2.720.800
.487.100
9.S0.,'400

300.000
300.000
600,000

300.000
300.000
600,000

300.000
300.000
600,000

75.000
2.047.100
52.400
62.600
151.900

75.000
2,047.100
52.400
62.600
151.900
50.000
25.000
200.000
716.200
50.000
1.116 ,()()()
225.000
189.900
102.600
500.000

75.000
2,047.100
52.400
62.600
151.900
0
0
0
716.200
50.000
1.116.()()()
W.000
189,900
102.600
0

75.000
2.047.100
2.400
62.600
151.900
0
0
0
16.200
0.000
1.116.fiOO
225.000
1 9,900
102.600
0

686.200
.S0.000
1.116.()()()

50.000
25.000
200.000
30.000

N
N
N
R

225.000

R

500.000

N

189.900
102.600

1.775,100
17. 700
348.900
1.922.300
175.600
426.900
172.800
164.200
138,200
200.000
177•400
l. 694 •100

1.775.100
17.700
348.900
1.922.300
175.600
426.900
172.800
164.200
138.200
200.000
127.400
1.694.100

1.n5.100
17. 00
3 .900
1.922
17 .600
426.900
172. 00
164.200
13 .200
00.000
12 •
1.694.100

11,9.52.500

l 1.952..500

ll£AI.nt SCIENCES

,.~

?:-

·

Cc~s~s Data (1990)
Judicial Selection
Youth Ed Rec Pgrm (Natural High)
Law School Library Books••
Multicult Gender Equit Llbr Rsrcs ..
UNM Grad Stdnt Computers••
Center for SW Research
Geographic Alliance
KNME
Hispanic Student Svc Cntr
Resource Geographic Info Sys
NM Historical Review
Graduate Student Research•• + +

C

u

29,497.700

ON GOING Special Projccts--NO PROGRAM CHANGE REQUESTED
MAIN CAMPUS
Advanced Materials Laboratorv..

. c:i

R

300.000
300.000
600.000

Subtotal

WICHE

-.

150,000

75.000 +

Branch Campuses

~

................ --

Priority
29,347.700

DISCRETIONARY FUNDING
Main Campus

u
u

II II II II 11
~~~~~

NON-FORMULA lcl:G
School of Medicine Icl:G

·subtotal

.cl

V'l

111.591.300

Valencia
Gallup

Q,.

O

Est

BRANCH CAMPUS--TWO YEAR--FORMULA Icl:G (Actual increases will be determined by formula--thc1c arc c1timatc1)
Los Alamos
1.296.500
1.296.500
1.296.SOO
O
1.296.SOO

uO,I)

'°~si:r~r--o
'° Q Q
oosi:r-~o

109.880.400
1.351.000
359.900

Subtotal

Q

V'IOO Q

Est
Est
Est

Eliminate Pract Plan Credit
Reduce IDC Credit to 10%
Master's of Public Health
Physician Asst Program
Library

C,

0

FORMUIA GENERATED FUNDING (Actual increases will be determined by formula--thc1c arc estimates)
Main Campus I&G
109.252.900
109.2~2.900
108.580.400 +
1.300.000
Extended Services
851.000
851.000
851.000
500.000
Taos Education Center
259.900
50.000 N
309,900
259.900
100.000
Subtotal Formula
110.363.800
50,000
110,413.800
109,691.300
1,900,000

•

S11btotat

l,775.100
17.700
348.900
1.922.300
l75,600
426.900
172.800
164.200
138.200
200•000
127.400
1.694.100

50.000 N

1.080,000
12,777.500
11 •697 .500
•• ~notes DFA designation as either recurring (R) or non-recurring (N) appropriation in SB 372.
Denotes prC>grams funded for the fint time in 1993-94- -outside regular CHE ~roccss.
~ GSnote~ appropriation reallocated from Main Campus I&G into special pro1ect h~e nem.
ss
A wtU request additional funding in 1995-96 independent of the UNM pnonuuuon proc.e .

-- -- .. ·~ 4-........... ·-·- ,__. . . . .
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UNrvEJlSITY OF NEW MEXICO LEGiSLA11VE REQUEST FY 199S-96
Project Title

1994-9S Bue Appropriations
HB-2
SB 372 RJN•
Total

l 99S -96 L c g i I I I a t i v e R e q 111
Bue
New Funds
Tot
{Ruarnag>

A-.

PROGRAM CHANGE REQUESTS FOR 1995-96 ON-GOING AND NEW PROJECTS
(PRIORITIES APPLY TO NEW FUNDING ONLY NOT TO EXISTING BASE APPROPRIATIONS)

New Phann D. Program•••
New Math Sci Ed for K-8 Teachers

•a

0
Children's ~b Hospital
2,444.500
m .ooo
New Youth Ldnbp DcvcUEarly Outreach
New Arts or the Americas Institute
New Grad ldent. Recruit&. Rctcnt
0
Spanish Resource Center
New Elpamioa of FNP •••
New Tclemcdici:nc
0
Ciitr tor Diluter Medicine ...
100.000
New National Information lnfrutruaure
0
Native Amer Recruit & Rctent ..
220,000
New Arid Amer Design & Rsrch Cntr
0
Poison cl Drug Information Center
659,000
50,000
New Rio Grande Inst of Environ Studies
New Colic e Enrich Summer Prep Prgm
0
Manufactunng Engincenng ..
200.000
0
FNP Distaac:c Education •••
0
Arca Health Education Center
216.300
0
Carrie Tinglcy Hospital
1,482.500
Nw Arts Tcchn!)logy Center
N
BSN Distal\c:c Education°•
0
Gallup Nursing Program .. •
In extended services formula
0
Gallup/Fannington Teacher Ed
In extended services formula
N
Comm Based Family Devel Prog
Current funding goes to state
Ne
Latin American Data Bue
0
Native Amcncan Intervention
257.300
C
Cert Nune Midwife Prgm•• •
0
SW Indian law Clinic:
82.900
cw Center for Biomcchanic:a
New Native Amer Initiative in Music
0
Native Amer Resource Matenau••
100,000
New Enhanced News cl Public: Affain
cw Amer Center on Indian Aging
0
Sc1 cl En n Wmns C&rccr Dvtpmt ..
15,000
New Ubr Without WalJs (Taos)
0
AthletJcs
2.294.90()
0
NM Ju<bcial Educatton Cntr
149.500
0
ISTEC
50.000
205.900
0
Substance Abuse
164,800
0
Emc ency Mcdic:.al Service Academy
589,900
0
Offic:c of Med ln-.ut
2,260.300
0
OllEC
0
50,000
M Natural Hcnta c
101.900
0
Wildlife Law Educat1on• •
60,000
ubtotal
11,109.700
870,000
GRAND TOTAL
171,8-43,100
2,180.000
0
NM Mesa
606.300

R

2,669,500

0

N

100,000

N

220.000

R

709.000

200,000
0
216.300

1,482.500
0

257.300
82,900

1,482..500
0
0
0
0
0
0
257.300
0
82.900
. Q

N

R
R

R
R

100,000

15.000
0
2.294.900
199.SOO
205.900
164.800
589,900
2..260.n>

so.ooo

101.900
60,000
11,979,700

174,023,100

+
+

105,900 +
216,300

0
0
0
0
15,000
0
2.294.900
199,500
205.900
164,800
S89.900
2,260.300
50.000
101.900
60.000

12,157,200
172,728,100

550,000
352.800
120,000
150,100
296.300
246.800
(52,600)
319.200
100,000
100,000
430,000
220.000
100.000
194,500
105,100
144.000
230.000
70,000
304,500
86,400
287,000
366,600
311,600
245,000
277.800
178.000
41.200
367,800
22.900
430.000
205.700
100.000
150.000
107.100
9.000
200.000
300.000
15.000
32.600
33.300
9.200
93.100
17.500
216.100
20.000

era:~~~';..

Au~st 9, 1994

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

The Regents of the University of New Mexico met on Tuesday, August 9, 1994 in the
Roberts Room of Scholes Hall. A oopy of the public notice of the meeting is on file in
the Office of the President.
Regents Present:
Arthur D. Melendres, President
Penny Taylor Rembe, Vice President
Barbara G. Brazil, Secretary/freasurer
J. E. (Gene) Gallegos

20

Regents Absent:
Siegfried S. Hecker
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C. Gene Samberson
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Also Present:
Advisors to the Regents
Cici Aragon, President, Graduat~ Student Association
Don Burge, President, Staff Council
Bel Campbell, President, Faculty Senate
Marty Wilson, President, UNM Alumni Association
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University President Richard E. Peck
Members of the Administraticm, the media and others
Absent:
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Alberto Solis, President, Associated Students of UNM
Wayne Davenport, President, UNM Foundation, Inc.

•••••••
Regent President Arthur D. Melendres called the meeting to order at 9:50 a.m ..

•••••••

1 __.

j
R~gent Brazil concurred and said she believes once the Bookstore project is complete ii
will be an enhancement to the Central Avenue side of the campus.

Regent President Melendres said he has spent a considerable amount of time on this issue,
an~ has spoken with the Mayor and consulted with Mr. Lujan and others, and said he
believes the Ya!~ _Parle location is the most practical use of space for this project and
affinned the dec1s1on the regents had previously made to build the Bookstore in Yale
Park. He requested that President Peck meet with the Mayor to convey the Board's

appreciation for his offer.

•••••••
CONTRACTS, RESIGNATIONS, RETIREMENTS AND LEAVES

move it forward. It is the responsibility of the entire University to join together to
accomplish that; therefore, the regents propose to structure and put in place within the
next few months an institutional review which will give everyone at the University, as
well as external constituencies, an opportunity to express their concerns.
Faculty Senate President Bel Campbell read excerpts of a letter she wrote to Regent
President Melendres expressing extreme disappointment at the process by which President
Peck's performance was reviewed. She stated that faculty, staff and students have been
excluded from the evaluation process and appealed to the Board to delay its decision and
to seek input from the representatives of the three campus ccnstituencies.
Staff Council President Don Burge and GSA President Cici Aragon supported Professor
Campbell's opposition.

The Contracts, Resignations, Retirements and Leaves are presented as infonnation and are

hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit B.

*******

Professor Campbell read a letter addressed to the Board from ASUNM President Alberto
Solis, who was unable to attend the meeting. Mr. Solis stated that the student body
should play a larger role in the president's evaluation. He also encouraged the President
to be more visible to students.
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Regent Rembe affirmed her approval to renew President Peck's contract at the meeting
and expressed her desire to start working with Provost Coleman and Professor Campbell
on the institutional review.
Regent Brazil said she was astounded at the forcefulness of the comments in the letters
and said she was interested in hearing more. She indicated her support for President Peck
but suggested that perhaps these campus groups could make recommendations to the
regents and possibly defer the vote until the September meeting.

Regent Gallegos stated he believes the president of a university must govern by strength
of character and moral authority and questioned how a president could govern effectively
Without the support of the faculty, staff and students. He said if the Board votes_at the
meeting, his decision will be to extend President Peck's contract. However, he said that
the _opportunity for input has not been afforded to the other constitue~cies, and d~es n~t
believe any harm can come from providing them with the opportumty to submit their
recommendations.
Regent Rembe said she has conversed with faculty members and students and believes t~is
has been the most positive period the University has ever experienced. She is happy with
President Peck's achievements during his tenure, and noted that the person who w~ the
hardest on what had not been accomplished was the Pre~ide~t. Regent P:estdent
Melendres said that President Peck was indeed stringent m his self-evaluatton and
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commented that placing his emphasis outside the University may not have helped his
relationship with the campus groups. He added that President Peck was following the
directive of the Board and it would therefore be unfair to fault him for this.
Regent President Melendres said it was not the intent of the Board to exclude anybody
from the process but rather to subject the entire University to a fair evaluation in the most
inclusive way. He added that it was his perception after the July 16 meeting, that the
regents had agreed this was the way to proceed.
Regent Gallegos moved that Regent Brazil's motion be tabled until the September Board
meeting and in the interim an Executive Session be held with representatives of each of
the three constituent groups in order to hear their views and obtain any information they
had concerning this decision. Regent Brazil seconded the motion.
Voice vote to table the motion was taken and the vote was 2-2, with Regents Melendres
and Rembe opposing.
Regent President Melendres said this was a very difficult situation. He said it was
unfortunate not all of the regents were present and added that if they had been at the
meet~g, there may have been a different result. He said since some of the regents wanted
more '?put from the affected constituencies, he believed everyone would be best serv~d
by getting. ~l the regents together to address this matter. Regent President Melendres said
he was wdlmg to delay bnefly, noting that time was of the essence for the President 10
address the spe~ific issu"." during the next year which the regents requested of him at the
July 16 evaluauo~ meetmg.. He suggested the regents hold a special meeting within the
n~xt two weeks With the vanous constituency groups to obtain their input. He said it was
his hope the '.egents could move forward on President Peck's contract extension and be
prepared to discuss the institutional review at the September Board meeting.

•••••••
M';;~t~Fo~~ 8!!MMARIZED MlliJJTEs OF THE JANUARY 11, 1924

GENTS OF IHE Jlli!VERSITY OF NEW MEXICO AS TI1E
!INM TECHNOLOGY DEYELOPMENT CORPORATION
The University of New Mexi 8 d f
UNJvl
MEMBER OF

Technology Develo ment

co . oar O Regents met as the Member of the
p
Corporation and approved the minutes for January 11, 1994.
Regent Rembe moved approval of th .
e mmutes. Regent Brazil seconded the motion.
V ice vote was taken and Board
b
.
mem ers unanimously approved.
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THE MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL MEETING OF
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
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20 1994 in the Roberts Room of Scholes Hall. A copy
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Regents Present:
Arthur D. Melendres, President
Penny Taylor Rembe, Vice President
Barbara G. Brazil, Secretaryffreasurer
Roberta Cooper Ramo
C. Gene Samberson
Regents Participating Via Telephone Conference:
J.E. (Gene) Gallegos
Siegfried S. Hecker
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Also Present:
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*******
EXECUTIVE SESSION REGARDING A LIMITED PERSONNEL
ECTION 10-15-1.H.(2), NMSA, 1978

MAITER,

PURSUANT TO

The Board met in Executive Session prior to the Open Meeting on a limited personnel
matter, purs.uant to ~ection 10-15-1.H.(2), NMSA, 1978. The regents hereby attest that
the matter discussed m the closed meeting was limited only to the discussion of a limited
personnel matter.

outstanding job President Peck has done in the past four years. Regent Hecker stated that
at a time when many campuses across the nation are either in turmoil or dire financial
straits, UNM has risen from the despair it was in 5 or 6 years ago. He believes the
University has moved forward in the quality of its education, research and scholarly
activity and has become a greater resource for the citizens of the state of New Mexico.
Dr. Hecker enthusiastically supports the President for another 5-year tenn and challenged
the University community and all of its constituents to rally around Dr. Peck and continue
to move the institution to its greatness, thereby serving the citizens of New Mexico with
distinction.

*******
Regent President Melendres stated that at the August 9 1994 Board meeting it was
suggested that it would b ·
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arious constituencies at the Executive Session earlier in the day.

*******

Regent Brazil seconded the motion. She said that her participation to delay this decision
at the August 9, 1994 meeting, was never intended as any kind of discredit to President
Peck's leadership of UNM. Regent Brazil said she strongly supports the President as she
did several weeks ago.
Regent C. Gene Samberson said that when the regents searched for a University President
four years ago, they were looking for a candidate who could move UNM to the next level.
He believes President Peck has done that. He believes the University has made substantial
progress and is beginning to see the benefits of Dr. Peck's leadership.

UNM PRESIDENT RICHARD E. PECK'S SALARY FOR FISCAL YEAR 1994-95
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1 D
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e Ill Is current contract. Regent Bar ara ·
Voice vote was taken and Board
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Motion carried.

*******
T RICHARD E. PECK'S CONIRAc_r
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Regent Gallegos indicated it had been extremely valuable for him to have the information
and comments submitted to the regents and is impressed with the interest to make the
University a better place. He believes that in contrast to other institutions~ UNM is .in .a
good state of affairs and continues to improve under Dr. Peck's leadership. He said it
would have been a disservice to the President and to all of the constituencies who are
interested in the University not to have made available the opportunity for input.
~egent Penny Taylor Rembe complimented President ~eek on ~s si,gnificant
improvements and achievements at the University. She said the President s strong
leadership has been vital to the development of UNM as the University of the Am~~cas.
She acknowledged Dr. Peck for his willingness to travel around the state and ~art1cipate
in the Health Sciences Town Meetings, as a commitment to the strengthemng of the
University Hospital, UNM Medical School and the Health Sciences Center.
Regent Roberta Cooper Ramo said President Peck has been very responsive to th~ role of
leading a university that is multicultural and diverse in nature. She also complimented
the President for supporting the excellent people who were here when ~~ came to UNM
and for adding first-rate people as he has had an opportunity to fill pos1t1ons at both the
deans' level and the upper administrative level.
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R gent President Melendres said President Peck had done an exceptional job as president
and has been a very positive image for UNM. He believes the President will continue to
provide outstanding leadership for the University. He stated that Dr. Peck is committed
to implementing the Regents' Visions and Goals and updating UNM 2000. Regent
President Melendres added that the President intends to make an even more aggressive
ffort to recruit highly-qualified minority students, faculty, staff and administrators so that
th overall enrollment and level of participation at UNM will more closely mirror the
demographics of New Mexico.
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THR UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO-GALLUP CAMPUS
200 COLLEGE ROAD• GALLUP, NBW MEXICO 87:lOl a TELJPHONB 505: &63-7500

September 2, 1 994
Dr. Mary Sue Coleman
Provost and Vice-President
The University of New Mexico
Scholes Hall, Room 108
Albuquerque, NM 87131

Dear Provost Coleman,

Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
otion carried.

*******
EGOTIA TIONS WITH PRESIDENT PECK

R~gent Ramo moved that the President of the Board of Regents negotiate the new contract
with Dr. Peck ~ its details and then report back to the Board. Regent Samberson
seconded the motion.

As the President of The University of New Mexico-Gallup Faculty
Senate I have been asked to relay the Senate's displeasure with the
selection process for appointing a new Associate Director for Instructio~ .
In response to Dr. Cordova's visit this past Tuesday, August 30, the
Faculty Senate approved the following motion;

The Faculty senate expresses no confidence in the
selection process for an Associate Director of
Instruction for UNM-Gallup. The Faculty Senate
looks forward to presenting our rese:rvations and
recommendations.
~
The motion was unan imously approved by the members a ttending t he
Faculty Senate meeting of September 2, at which a quorum was documented.

Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously.
otion carried.

*******
There being no further business to
b~
"5
p.m.
come e1ore the Board, the meeting adjourned at 1:..

*******

HarZ"YJ
Pres· ent
UNM-Gallup Faculty Senate

cc Dr. Ignacio Cordova, Associate ~rovost
Dr. John Phillips. UNM-Gallup Director
Mr. Charles Estes, university counsel
Dr. Bel Campbell, President UNM-Albuquerque Faculty Senate
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FACULTY AND SCHOLARSIIlP

STUDENTS• ENTRY INTO NEW MEXICO'S POSTSECONDARY SYSTEM
New Mexico Commission on Higher Education
October 1, 1992

90-91

91-92

92-93

93-94•

Total Tenure-Track & Tenured Faculty (Main
Campus)
% Ethnic Minority
% Women

845
114 14%
238 28%

862
124 14%
250 29%

848
125 15%
249 29%

846
133 16%
267 32%

Total Tenure-Track & Tenured Faculty
(Medical Center)
% Ethnic Minority
% Women

306
34 11~
55 18%

326
41 13%
59 18%

340
42 12%
66 19%

354
41 12%
70 20%
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ew Tenure-Track Hires:

Asst Professor, Main Campus
% Ethnic Minority
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s

30
17,,
18 60!,

30
6 20%
16 53%

15
3 20%
5 33%

33
9 27%
19 58% _

Assoc/Full Professor, Main Campus
% Ethnic Minority
% Women

13
2 15~
3 23~

16
3 19%
5 31%

13
2 15%
3 23%

25
4 16%
8 32% _ l/,
25
8 2% 1
12 3% _

Medical Center
% Ethnic Minority
% Women

29
6 21,,
9 29,,

29
24 7%
21 6%

32
13 4%
25 8%

6
2

3
1

4

684 59%

702 59%

693 58%

1056

1249

1517

$67,459

$69,611
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g ' ecause this number includes sQff as well as faculty (i.e., departments

$ 80 816 245 /

Both two-year and four-year institutions serve as entry points
for women and ethnic minority students.
In Fall 1990, the ethnic
profiles of two-year and four-year freshman cohorts were similar,
although, as noted above, a larger number of students entered
through a two-year campus. The table below shows similar
percentages of students in the various ethnic clusters at twoyear and four-year campuses and that similar portions of the
total number of freshmen in each cluster choose two-year campuses
as.their point of entry. The two most notable departures.from
this pattern are Native American students, who are more likely
than others to enter a two-year institution, and Asian students,
Who are more likely to enter a four-year institution.
Women are slightly more likely than men to choose a two~ye~r
campus as their point of entry, but they represent a maJority of
freshmen at both types of institution.
Fir~I·Time Freshmen Enteri09 New Mexic2 Institutions
Native
~ ...!!mNlffl>l!r
~ Hispanic American!!.!£! lli!!l

Data n()t y,J.
avail~

Through March 1, 1994

0-91
l 2
2:9

Most students now begin their postsecondary education at a twoyear . campus.
New Mexico's network of public postsecondary
institutions is comprised of six four-year institutions and 16
two-year institutions. 1 over the past decade, the dominant
point of entry into postsecondary education has shifted from the
four-year to the two-year institutions.
Early in the 1980s, only
~bout 30% of first-time fresh.men entered a two-year institution;
in Fall 1990, 63.3% of first-time freshmen entered a two-year
ins ti tut ion.

4-Year Jnat•ns

5,043

55.9%

35.6%

4.SX

2.7%

1.3%

51.SX 48.SX

2-Year lnat•ns

8,686

52.8%

34.9%

8.3%

3.3%

.7%

56.6% 43.4%

Percent of Each Group that Entered via Two-Year Institutions
All
Native
Students ...A!:?sl2 Hispanic Amer ican!!.!£! Asian
~ ...!!m63.3%

61.4%

62.3%

75.8% 67.SX 46.7%

65.4% 60.7%

1 Th·
·
· ~ t one Of New Mexico's
. is analysis COl.nts all students who enroll for the first
ttme
E public
l uded
institutions Data are fraa the CHE'• Basic Skil ls Student Profile for fall 1990 • x~t
from . this . .,,;.lyaia is New Mexico Mil i tary lnst i tu!e, wh ich limtt• ~~~~h~fc!~r;~~ i :ute or
5 ?ec1al mission.
The data in this report do not include L\118 oca 1
f 1990 The
Tucunc:ari Area Vocational School, which were .not . par! of ~he CHE'S data ba:rvi~rng th; nui*,er
percent of each group entering via two-year ,nst1tut1ons ,s calc~lat~ b'!
by the total of
of students in a given group (Hispanic, e , g.) en~er i".'9 t".'°·year ,nstituttons
that group entering both two-year and four -year 1nst1tut 1ons.
CHEba a:frosh.denl 10/1/92
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Table 4

ETHNIC AND GENDER COMPOSITION OF TEACHING FACULTY
AND PROFESSIONAL STAFF AT NEW MEXICO'S SIX
POSTSECONDARY INSTITUTIONS OFFERING GRADUATE EDUCATION

Ethn i c and Gender COfll)Osition of Teaching Faculty and Professional Staff
at Mew Mexico Publ ic Postsecondary Institutions, circa 1990
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cc

Nl.lli)ers of Faculty/Professional Staff by Ethnicity Nl.lli»r1 by Gender
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662

583
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969
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105
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200
243
144
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Staff

faculty

Faculty
Staff
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Total Staff
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125
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44
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4

1
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13

5
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325

94
139

2
47

7
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94
154
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98

8
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82
2
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156

64
83
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0
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0
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0
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Staff

MSU

Faculty
Staff

IIM Tech

Faculty
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Staff
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8.0X
a.ex
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n.6x 21.21
1. 7'X
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aa. 11
6.21
0.6X
0.2%
0.9%

66.5%

1.0X

1.0X

6.7%

89.51

0.5X
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1 .6X
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16.1%

1.2%
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23.0X
33.5%
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59.7%

40.31
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68.4X
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34,0X
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2.6X

66.0X
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3.61
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1.4%

2.3%

69.4X
48.4X

2.9%

57.1X

1.1%

O'I

u,

Fe1111lt

,o.si
2:s.ox

a.ox
a.ox

1.1,:

r--

········
=·······
32.ox
68.0X

0.5%

1.3X

75.ox

••••••••••s••=•••

N

5.0%

18.2%

60.3X
25.ox

co

37.7%
77.0%

7'9. 11
89.5%

7.6%
39.0X

Percent by Gender
Male

IC
0
O'I

JQ.61
51.6%

42.~

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Source: Fall 1991 survey of institutions
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Ethnicity and Gender
Ethnicity and Gender of Students

Certificate and Degree Recipients
{by percent)

Fall 1993
Table 4

Table 5
Institution

Total
Student
Headcount

Anglo

Hispanic

Native
American

Black

Asian

Female

I

Four-YAAr Institutions

Type of Degrees

Total
Student
Recipients

Anglo

Hispanic

Native
American

Black

Asian

Female

Associate Degrees and Certificates

ENMU

3.764

72.2%

19.8%

1.8%

5.0%

1.2%

56.7%

NMHU

2.768

26.9%

65.8%

4.2%

2.7%

.4%

57.6%

NMIMT

1,722

76.0%

18.3%

2.4%

1.0%

2.3%

37.3%

NMSU

15.788

61 .5%

32.1%

3.6%

2.0%

.8%

UNM

24,670

67.5%

23.8%

4.0%

2.2%

2,342

52.4%

42.4%

2.4%

ENMU Roswell

2,517

63.6%

32.5%

NMSU AIOI I 11.,¥1rdo

2,095

69.1%

18.2%

WNMU

1987-88

1,913

59.6%

24.6%

13.0%

1.7%

.8%

61 .7%

1988-89

1,958

58.5%

26.7%

12.4%

1.7%

.3%

63.5%

49.5%

1989-90

2,346

59.9%

25.1%

11.7%

1.8%

.5%

60.5%

2.5%

54.9%

1990-91

2,384

57.8%

29.4%

10.1%

2.0%

.7%

59.1%

2.3%

.4%

59.8%

1991-92

2,437

58.7%

29.4%

8.9%

2.5%

0.6%

65.5%

.9%

2.2%

.8%

65.4%
59.8%

4,437

71 .5%

23.2%

2.2%

1.8%

50.3%

6.4%

2.1%

1.3%

4.3%

T\YO-Year Branch Institutions
1987-88

NMSU Cartsbad

1,271

67.9%

25.6%

4.7%

1.2%

.6%

62.2%

1988-89

4,668

70.0%

24.5%

2.4%

1.7%

1.4%

NMSU Dona Ana

3,697

45.1%

47.9%

3.1%

3.2%

.6%

49.0%

1989-90

4,737

71 .0%

23.0%

2.5%

1.8%

1.7%

52.6%

516

39.5%

28.3%

30.4%

1.2%

.6%

69.6%

1990-91

4,906

71 .7%

22.8%

2.5%

1.8%

1.2%

52.8%

UNM Gallup

2,603

15.8%

10.4%

72.9%

.5%

.4%

64.3o/~

71 .4%

2.2%

1.9%

1.1%

55.2%

UNM Los Alamos

5,180

23.4%

1,055

69.2%

.5%

2.3%

58.9o/.!._

UNM Va.lencia

1,442

46.9%

.8%

.4%

68.9%

1987-88

1,753

75.6%

19.3%

2.1%

1.3%

1.7%

50.3%

26.0%
49.1%

2.1%
2.8%

T\YO-Year Independent Institutions

1988-89

79.4%

16.1%

2.2%

1.4%

.9%

50.2%

1.5%

1,832

63.?o/.!...

-

1989-90

1,817

79.9%

16.0%

2.4%

.7%

52.6%

1.7%

1.0%

6.4%

58.3~

1990-91

1,853

77.9%

16.2%

3.0%

1.7%

56.9%

.3%

0%

1.2%

.4%

21 .7%

.8%

3.9%

.4%

62.3!.

1991-92

2,020

78.9%

16.2%

2.0%

1.3%

1.6%

55.7%

65.3%

15.9%

1.4%

10.5%

6.8%

12.7!.

18.1%

74.7%

6.3%

.3%

.6%

65~

1987-88

75.5%

13.9%

3.0%

1.1%

6.5%

46.4%

386

54.6%

41 .6%

2.7%

.5%

.7%

64:E!-

1988-89

2.0%

.3%

2.0%

10.5%

26.6%

.4%

.5%

64~

79.0%

16.7%

40.2%

398

1989-90

2.0%

1.2%

1.4%

1.9%

1.6%

.3%

78.6%

16.8%

37.8%

402

1990-91

20.5%

1.5%

1.8%

38.8%

75.4%

.9%

397

1991-92

2.3%

0.9%

39.8%

70.9%

24.2%

1.7%

405

48.7%

36.5%

6.0%

3.0%

3,452

73.9o/o

17.2%

LVTI

.8%

1,236

10.7%

88.6%

NMJC

2,691

73.2%

NMMI

448
1,566
3,722

SJC

4,182

TAVS

355
Stat8W1de Total

~aster's Degrees

.......

CCC

SFCC

1991-92

58.0%_

14,841

NNMCC

~

~

ATVI

98.743

62.0%
55.9%

59.6%

40.3%
30.0%

6.8%

2.3%

1.3%
Refer to note on

Sourc ; F II 1993 lnstrt\Jtional Registrar Reports.

60~

56.5"
3().
page

I

Bachelor's Degrees

50.2%

NMSU Grants

,

--

~raJ Degrees

---

-

..___

Sour

ce: The CHE Degree File and the CompletiOns Survey for the Integrated Post-

Refer to note on page 30.

Secondary Education Data System.
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'
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Ethnicity and Gender
Certificate and Degree Recipients
(in numbers of students)

r

The University of New Mexico

Table 6

Office of the Secretary

Type of Degrees

Total
Student
Recipients

Anglo

Hispanic

Native
American

Scholes Hall IO 1

Black

Asian

Albuquerque, NM 87131-3386

Female

(505) 277-4664

Associate Degrees and Certificates
1987-88

1,913

1, 131

470

248

33

15

1,181

1988-89

1,958

1, 134

523

243

33

5

1,244

1989-90

2,346

1,374

590

11

1,419

1990-91

2.384

1,379

682

252

42

13

1,476

2,437-

1,416

709

215

60

14

1,596

1991-92

275

43

Bachelor's Degrees
1987-88

4,437

3,080

1,000

96

77

53

2,232

1988-89

4,668

3,193

1,120

110

77

64

2,344

1989-90

4,737

3,282

1,062

117

81

79

2,494

1990-91

4,906

3,424

1,091

118

88

57

2,565

1991 -92

5,180

3.641

1,190

113

95

57

2,857

1,753

1,235

316

34

21

28

969

1,832

1,284

261

35

23

15

1,017

1,817

1,305

261

39

16

12

1,002_

1,853

1,292

268

50

28

20

981

2.020

1.436

295

37

24

29

1,12~

Master's Degrees

-

1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
Doctoral Degrees

-

~

1987-88

386

1988-89

398

1989-90

402

1990-91

397

1991-92

405

Source: The CHE Degree F'I

278
275

51

11

4

24

179

58

7

1

7

160

272

58

254

69

5

6

246

84

8

3

18 and the Completions

7

4

5

3

~

-

---

152

146

-

161
e 30
Refer to note on pag
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survey for the Integrated Post-Secondarv Education Data systern·

September 8, 1994
TO:

The University Community

FROM:

Anne J. B r o ~ s i t y Secretary Emerita

SUBJECT:

Honorary Degree Nominations

~hedHonorary Degree Committee, a subcommittee of the Senate
ra.uate Committee, is charged with the solicitation of
gomi~ations for honorary degree recipients. On behalf of the
onun1ttee, I am asking for nominations for degrees to be
presented at the May 1995 commencement ceremony.

~~r your information, The Honorary Degree Policy is printed on
e reverse side of this memo.
No·
.
minators are requested to submit a letter stating in sufficient
~fetai1 their reasons for the nominations. Biographical material,
l
ava1·1 able, should accompany the letters.
#l.

In order that the committee may have time for its screening
of nominations, the nominations and supporting materials
should be sent to me at Scholes Hall, room 101 not later
than October 7, 1994.

#2.

Not~: If a nominee is proposed by a person, department or
col~ege representing a discipline other than tha~ of the
nominee · (e.g., Music nominates a poet), the co1111!11ttee will
consult with the appropriate faculty before making a
recommendation.

j

32

j
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW -MEXICO
Policy on Nonmotorized Vehicles
Implementation Document

POLICY FOR AWARDING HONORARY DEGREES

The University of New Mexico wishes to recognize and thereby
encourage individuals by giving some preference in the awarding
of special honors to those persons who have contributed
significantly to the cultural or scientific de~lbpment of the
southwest, or to the spiritual or material welfare of its people.

1.

At the same time, due regard should be paid to eminent
individuals and scholars whose contributions are of general
significance and transcend geographic limitations. In no case

should a passing courtesy to the University of New Mexico, such
as the delivery of a commencement address be the sole or
principal cause for such honorary awards.' The award of an
honorary ~egree to a person seeking or holding a political office
does not indicate endorsement by the University of New Mexico.
Polit~cal involvement should not prevent selection of an
individual for an honorary degree.
It i s ~ the University's policy to award honorary degrees to
~~t;v~ 0 :embers of t~e faculty, staff, and administration. This
h
preclude, in an exceptional case the awarding of an
onorary
degree to an emeritus member of the faculty or"to a
f
ormer employee whose statur
·
,
· th
y ar followi
hi
e remains or becomes eminent in
e
5
such excepti~~s
~~ih!r act~ve service with the University. In
objectivity in thsu
cient time shall have elapsed to ensure
e process of selection.

2.

3.

Dismount Areas:
a.

See map

b.

Except where otherwise noted, the dismount areas will be the
zones indicated in yellow on the map.

c.

All handicap ramps are
nonmotorized vehicles.

d.

In all circumstances, p edestrians have the right of way.

dismount

Da s and Times of Enforcement of Dismount Areas
otherwise noted)
a·

Enforcement
holidays.

b.

24 hours per day enforcement.

is

suspended on Saturdays,

areas

for

exce t

Sundays,

all

where

and UNM

Special Types of Nonmotor ized Vehicles
a.

Skateboards:
1)

Approved, Faculty 10121151
Approved, Regents 03/10/52
nded, 12/17 /63
ended, 02/23/67
Am nded, 05/12/92

deemed

b.

The enti re campus is a dismount area for skateboards,
enforced seven days per week, 24 hours per day.

Bicycles (includes unicycles and tricycles):
1)

All zones indicated in yellow on the map constitute
dismount areas for bicycles, except for areas marked in
blue as designated bike routes/paths.
Enforcement is
suspended on Saturdays, Sundays and UNM holidays.

2)

Users of bicycles as transportation to campus must get
off the bike(s) at entrance to dismount areas.

3)

Bike paths/routes will be designated by proper signage.

4)

Speed of bicycles on bike routes/paths which p~netr~te
into campus are limited to a prudent rate which will
avoid collisions.

5)

Bicycles are to be .used on the ground o~ly and may not
be used on walls, benches, fountains,
or other
structures.

6)

c.

faculty senate

Co-existence of pedestrians and bicyclists on the
designated bike routes/paths will be encouraged.

Skates ( includes rollerblades/rollerskates/ in line skates):
1)
All zones indicated in yellow on the map constitute
dismount areas for skates. Designated bike routes/paths
are dismount areas for skates. Enforcement is suspended
on Saturdays, Sundays and UNM holidays.
2)

Users of skates as transportation to campus must remove
skates at entrance to dismount areas.

3)

Skates may
building
at not
UNM. be worn in dismount areas nor in any

Skates are to be used on the ground only and may not be
used on walls, benches, fountains, or other structures.
Enforcement

October 5, 199 4

TO:

Members of t he UNM Faculty Senate

FROM:

Christin~~~ 'Dowd, Offi ce of the Univers i t y Secretary

SUBJECT:

October Meet ing

4)

4.

The UNM Faculty sen ate
3:30 p.m. to 5:3 0 p. m.

11 , 1 994 from
0 t be .r:!:.. . ....:!:..::!:...L..--=-=_:_~~
will meet. on 1T'.1utse~s~d;Ua~Y"w..«_Q_gcgo~::.
in the Ki v a.

a.

b.

Enforcement will be the responsibility of UNM Campus Police
and those designated by the UNM Police Chief.
Person (s)
stopped for vio lations must produce an ID upon request.
Sanctions:
l)

a)

Student Code of Conduct

b)

Visitor Code of Conduct

b.
c.

Approval of Agenda

2.

s ummarized Minutes f or September 1 3, 1 994

3.

Comments from Sena te President Bel Campbell

4.

comments from Provost Mary Su e Col e man

5.

.
. nment Update 1 994-95 Committee
Ass ig

Se nate

Vice Preside nt Harry Llull

11

6.

Report from Kari Karr Regarding Changes in
Faculty Heal th Insur a nce

!~i~~~ement will be pursuant to official UNM Policy and/or

7.

t Regarding s t udent
Re ort from Dav e stu?r Ev e ning and Weekend
En~ollment , summer Sessi on,
Courses

c.

a.

pp. 1-7

1.

f~culty and staff violations will be referred ~
uman Resources or appropriate academic unit.

:

In

agenda will include the fo l lowing i tems:

All student and visitor violations will be referred to
Dean of Students for review and action under:

2)

5.

The

summary
Skateboards are banned from

Pp. 8-12

campus.
Skates Permitted
UNM
holidays.
on campus only on Saturday, Sunday, and

8.

Pp. 13-18

9.

Bi ke s Permitted on1
.
y·
elsewhe re on Saturd y on bike routes Monday through Frida ,
ay, Sunday, and UNM holidays.

0

~J)_ J
Richard E. Peck,

·
Report from
.
Action
I t e m.. New
. Un i ts Po 1 icy
Long Range Pl anning

t by Janet Roebuck
Core Curriculum:
R7por
' t hin the State:
.
u
lation
wi
.
concerning Ar t ic
.
d Possible Actions
In format ion, Di s cussion, a n

